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SI FEF - AMENDMENT

Assistant Commissioner of Patents

and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir

t REOUEST TO ENTER AMENDMENT AFTER NOTICE
L

OF MIOWANCE AND AFTER PAYMENT OF ISSUE

FEE UNDER 37 CF.R.§ 1312(A)

This amendment after the notice of allowance and payment of the issue

fee is submitted in response to the interviews on June 16*, July 1" and 15*, 1999

and per request of the Examiners of the PTO. Applicants respectfully request

that the following amendments be considered and entered into the above

captioned application and the claims be permitted to issue:

tn Hip Claims:

Please arnend claims 3, 4, 6-9 & 11-14 as follows:
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3. (Three Tunes Amended) A method of controlling a remote

station based on a broadcast or cablecast transmission, said method comprising

the steps of:

(a) receiving a control signal from a first remote station;

(b) passing said control signal to a computer and causing said

computer to compute a variable value in response to said control signal;

(c) crnrntinr hrrl TTT nrf ™™r"tpd variable valw ' Ia software]m

jn^QjSjoji module [based on said computed variable value] uprising

fl-rcmrrr
a se^ir*

"»™nt» stanon and execute upon command;

(d) embedding said generated [software] mstojctim module into an

information transmission to be broadcast or cablecast; and

(e) transmitting said information transmission to [a] said second

remote station in a broadcast or cablecast transmission.

In claim 4, line 2, please delete "software" and insert -generated

instructions—.

In claim 6, line 1, please delete "software" and insert -generated

instructions—.

In claim 7, line 2, please delete "software" and insert -generated

instructions—.
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8. (Amended) The method of claim 3, wherein said gyrated

[software] ^uctioji module is transmitted with a data module and said step of

generating said [software] instruction module further comprises the steps of:

selecting some generally applicable video, audio, graphics, or text; and

placing said selected video, audio, graphics, or text in said data module.

In claim 9, line 1, please delete "software" and insert -generated

instructions—.

(Three Times Amended) A remote station, comprising:

receiving means for receiving a control signal from a first remote

computation means coupled to said receiving means;

transmission means for passing said control signal to said

11.

(a)

station;

(b)

(c)

computation means, wherein said computation means computes a variable value

in response to said control signal and generates b^fd OTI «1d computed

vrtalil* value, at least a portion of [a software] an
,

instruction module

.^
r
^

r
stable code, [based on said computed variable value,] said

gpnprated a portion of said instruction m<;

—„ry ,» a spco^ — **atio" ™H ******* uP°n <wtfiri;

(d) embedding means for embedding said generated [software] a±leasi

- r^^cajninSrrucrion module into an information transmission to be

broadcast or cablecast; and
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(e) broadcast transmission means for transmitting said information

transmission to [a] said second remote station in a broadcast or cablecast

transmission.

1Z (Three Times Amended) A method of controlling a remote

station based on a broadcast or cablecast transmission, comprising the steps of.

receiving at least one instruct signal which is effective to cause a first

remote station to generate at least a portion of a control signal which is effective

to cause a second remote station to compute a variable value in response to said

control signal and generate hpr Pr1 pn nlH romptited variable valve, at least a

portion of [a software] ajuastr^ module [based on said computed variable

„ ,i„, ] 1 1 1. nrri-inr r-rmrt* *»id rpnrntpH ?t
*
p(inifiP gf

ovc^iited upflp mmmand;

receiving at least one transmitter control signal which operates at said

[first] sficojui remote station to embed said grTlfT»trH M If a portion of said

ing^^software] module into an information transmission to be broadcast

or cablecast, and transmit said information transmission to [a] said [second] flM

remote station in a broadcast or cablecast transmission; and

transmitting said at least one instruct signal and said at least one

transmitter control signal to said first remote station.

13. (Three Tunes Amended) A method of controlling a remote

station, comprising the steps of:

generating at least a control portion of at least one control signal, said at

least one control signal effective to cause said remote station to 01 compute a

variable value in response to said at least one control signal, (21 generateJu*

^.pMv.ri.btevluft at least a control portion of [a software] anjn^ti^idioji
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module rPTPn-Tir—tahlpcode
- P*** on variable valuel^ atleagt

..u portir- ^ instruction module to be transferred to a memory at «

fttan ^ "nnn t'"mmand
- fli tranSmit 531(1 at l6aSt

said control portion of said generated ftrtngHw (software] module in a

broadcast or cablecast transmission; and

transmitting said at least one control signal to said remote station in an

information transmission which contains video.

14. (Twice Amended) A method of controlling a remote station based

on a broadcast or cablecast transmission, comprising the steps on

(1) receiving an information transmission to be broadcast or cablecast;

(2) receiving at least one instruct signal which is effective to

accomplish [at least one of]:

(a) effecting a transmitter station to generate at least a portion of

at least one first control signal, said at least one first control signal effective to

cause said remote station to compute a variable value in response to said at least

one first control signal, generate based or, ™\« viable value, at least a portion

of [a] ™ instruction module fmnrrMng executable rndf . ff«W at least a portipn
,
of

^ in^,rtinn rr^ »" transferred to a memory at said remote station an;

npon rnmmand. [based on said variable value,] and transmit said

r^tpH at leas* - p-^" ~™ instruction module in said broadcast or

cablecast transmission; and

(b) effecting said remote station to generate at least a portion of

at least one second control signal, said at least one second control signal effective

to cause P
c,,hc^hpr station at said remote station to compute a variable value in

response to said at least one second control signal, generals at least a portion of a

module based on said variable value, and transmit said module upon command;
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(3) receiving at least one transmitter control signal which operates at

said transmitter station to communicate at least one of (i) said at least one

instruct signal and (ii) said at least one first control signal to a transmitter; and

(4) transmitting said information transmission, said at least one

instruct signal, and said at least one transmitter control signal to at least one of

said transmitter station and said remote station.

II. REMARKS

A. Summary of Amendments to the Claims

Claims 3, 4, 6-9 & 11-14 have been amended. Claims 3-14 remain pending

in the application.

Independent claims 3, 11, 12, 13, and 14 are amended above to replace the

phrase "software module" with "instruction module," at the request of the

Examiners during the interview of July 15*, 1999. These claims, as amended

above, further define the instruction module as including executable code, able

to be transferred to a memory, and executed upon command. Claims 4 and 6-9

are amended above to refer to the "instruction module" as recited in claim 3.

Applicants respectfully submit that the above amendments include no

new matter nor change the scope of the claims. The amendments are intended to

clearly set forth and positively define attributes of the instruction modules. The

language of the proposed amendment is fully supported by the specification as

demonstrated below in Section D.
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B. Response to Obvious-Type Double Patenting

Allegation over Claims 9 & 12 of U.S. Pat No.

5,109,414

1. PTO Assertions in the Interview of July 15*,

1999.

PTO generally asserts that claims 9 and 12 of U.S. Pat. No. 5,109,414

(hereafter, "the '414 patent") are patentably distinct from the invention defined

by Applicants' independent claims, i.e., 3, 11, 12, 13 & 14 under the judicially

created doctrine of obvious-type double patenting.

Additionally, the Examiner of record stated that

1. the use of the entire patent '414 disclosure is applicable to

determine the scope of the patented claims applied to the instant application's

claims;

2. a combination of the claims in the '414 patent may used as basis for

a double patenting rejection of the claims in the instant; and

3. the "comprising" language in the instant application's claims

renders the claims obvious in light of the patent '414 claims.

2. Standard of Review for Obvious-Type

Double Patenting Rejection

Under the doctrine of double patenting, the PTO must determine whether

the invention defined by the application claims would have been obvious over

the subject matter defined by the claims of the '414 patent, in light of the prior

art. In re Longi, 225 USPQ 645, 648 (Fed. Or. 1985).

An obvious-type double patenting rejection is analogous to the

nonobviousness requirement of 35 U.S.C. 103 except that the patent principally

underlying the double patenting rejection is not considered prior art. In re

Braithwaite, 379 F.2d 594, 154 USPQ 29 (CCPA 1967). Therefore, any analysis

employed in an obvious-type double patenting rejection parallels the guidelines
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for analysis of a 35 U.S.C. 103 obviousness determination. In re Braat, 937 F.2d

589, 19 USPQ2d 1289 (Fed. Or. 1991); In re bongi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645

(Fed. Or. 1985). MJP.EJ>. § 804 (II) B (1).

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 VS. 1, 148

USPQ 459 (1966) that establish a background for determining obviousness under

35 U.S.C. 103 are employed when making an obvious-type double patenting

analysis. These factual inquiries are summarized as follows:

(A) Determine the scope and content of the patent claim and the prior

art relative to the claim in the application at issue;

(B) Determine the differences between the scope and content of the

patent claim and the prior art as determined in (A) and the claim in the

application at issue;

(C) Determine the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art; and

(D) Evaluate any objective indicia of nonobviousness. M.P.E.P. § 804

(II)B(l).

Given these standards for determination, Applicants fail to understand

why the Examiner concluded that the term "comprising" in the application claim

language could be used as basis for an obvious-type double patenting rejection

over the subject matter defined by claims of the '414 patent This conclusion

failed to take into account any of the above factual inquiries in determining

obvious-type double patenting.

3. Scope of Availability of the Patent

Specification in Determining Obvious-Type

Double Patenting

When considering whether the invention defined in a claim of an

application is an obvious variation of the invention defined in the claim of a

patent, the disclosure of the patent may not be used as prior art. However, this
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does not mean that the Examiner is precluded from the use of the patent

disclosure.

There are two specific instances in which the specification can be used to

determine the scope of the claim. (1.) fa determining thf meaning of a word a

*hP «p>rifif tl""— hp pxamined. However, the words in a claim are

generally nfli limited in their meaning by what is shown in the disclosure. (2.) In

<»«tanrgs wh^P rt» disclose will sprve as a dirtionary for the terms

Tranng in the r»*™t th» disc^r*™v h«. used in interpreting the scope of

the^laim. In re Vogel, 422 F2d 438, 441-42, 164 USPQ 619, 622 (CCPA 1970).

The disclosure of the patent is only an aid in determining the scope of the

claim. Proper examination in the instant application must first determine what

portion of the '414 patent disclosure supports the invention of claims 9 & 12,

since only these portions may be considered in interpreting the scop? of the

claim. Once the scope of the claim is determined, then one must ask whether the

pending claim would have been an obvious variation over the patented claim in

view of the prior art, not the patented claim in view of the patent specification.

Examiner's assertion that the entire patent disclosure is applicable to

determine obviousness as applied to the instant application's claims is

unfounded and unlawful. The use of broad assertions in the patent specification

Hn nnt *upr~» «^r*mt>imiMi at issue to determine obvious-type

double patenting constitutes using the patent as prior art, which it is not. In re

Vogel, supra.

Additionally, there is no legal authority to combine patented claims in a

single application to determine obvious-type double patenting. As stated above,

the specification may be used to solely determine the scope of the
,
claims

,
not

motivation for obvious-type double patenting rejections. Each of Applicants'

patented claims represent single inventions supported by at least one
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embodiment in the specification of the patent. Applicants' own patented

inventions cannot be used against him as prior art in determining obvious-type

double patenting since the patent disclosure may not be used as prior art In re

Boyhn, 55 CCPA 1041, 392 F.2d 1017, 157 USPQ 370 (1968), supra; In re Aldrkh, 55

CCPA 1431, 398 Y2& 855, 158 USPQ 311 (1968).

4. Applicants' Analysis as to Why Obvious-

Type Double Patenting Rejection is Not

Proper in the Instant Case

a. Specification Support for Claims 9 &
12 of U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414.

Since M.P.EP. § 804 n (B) 1 states that one must first determine how much

of the patent disclosure pertains to the invention claimed in the patent because

only [t]his portion of the specification supports the patent claims and may be

considered, Applicants provide specification support for claims 9 and 12 of the

'414 below to offer assistance in determining an exemplary portion of the patent

disclosure pertaining to the invention claimed in the patent

Claim 9 of the '414 patent is generally directed to a multichannel

television distribution system in which a receiver/distributor means receives

television programming from a plurality of program sources and directs the

programming to a matrix switch means and a control signal detector means.

There is a matrix switch means for receiving the programming from the

receiver/distribution means and for directing selected portions of the received

programming to a recording device operatively connected to a multichannel

television distribution means. A control signal detector means detects control

signals respecting the programming and transfers the control signals to a

storage/transfer means. The control signal detector means is configured to

detect the control signals in a predetermined frequency range or at
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predetermined locations within the programming. A storage/ transfer means

receives and stores the control signals and transfers at least a portion of the

control signals for further processing. A processor means controls the directing

functions of the matrix switch means and the transfer functions of the

storage/transfer means in response to the control signals or on local command.

Claim 9 of U.S. Pat No. 5.109.414

9. In a multichannel television distribution

system.

Specification Support

For the 1981 specification, please refer to Figs.

3A-C, as described from column 10 line 24 to

column 12 line 67.

For the 1987 specification, please refer to Figs.

6A-6B, as described from pages 324 to 374.

a receiver/distributor means for receiving

television programmingfrom a plurality of

program sources and directing said

programming to

a matrix switch means and

a control signal detector means,

a matrix switch means for receiving said

programming from said receiver/distribution

means and for directing selected portions of

said received programming to a recording

device

operatively connected to a multichannel

television GisoiDunon means,

Distribution amplifiers 63-70.

Matrix switch 75.

Signal processor 71.

See column 11 line 44 to column 12 line 12.

Video recorder and players 76 & 78.

Cable field distribution system 93.

a control signal detector means for detecting

control signals respecting said programming

and transferring said control signals

to a storage/transfer means,

said control signal detector means being

configured to detect said control signals in a

predetermined frequency range or at

predetermined locations within said

programming, _

—

Signal processor 71.

Column 11 lines 3-11.

Cable program and controller 73.

See column 11 lines 3-11.

a storageytransfer means for receiving and

storing said control signals and for transferring

at least a portion of said control signals for

further processing, and
.

Cable program and controller 73.

See column 11 lines 3-11.

a processor means for controlling the directing

functions of said matrix switch means and the

Cable program and controller 73.

11
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transfer functions of said storage/transfer

means in response to said control signals or on

local command.

Set column 11 line 44 to column 12 line 12.

Claim 12 of the '414 patent is generally directed to a multichannel

television distribution system in which a receiver/distribution means receives

television prograrnming from a plurality of program sources and outputs the

programming to a matrix switch means and a control signal detector and

processor means. A matrix switch means receives the programming from the

plurality of receiver/distribution means and outputs selected portions of the

received prograrnming to a multichannel television distribution means. A

control signal detector and processor means detects the control signal respecting

the prograrnming and transfers the control signals to a storage/transfer means.

The control signal detector and processor means is configured to detect the

control signals in specified frequency ranges or at specified locations within the

programming. The control signal detector and processor means controls the

particular ranges and locations wherein the control signals are directed. A

storage/transfer means receives and stores the control signals and transfers at

least a portion of the control signals for further processing. A processor means

controls the output functions of the matrix switch means 'and the transfer

functions of the storage/transfer means in response to the control signals or on

local command.

Claim 12 of U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414

12. In a multichannel television distribution

system.

Specification Support

For the 1981 specification, please refer to Figs,

3A-C as described from column 10 line 24 to

column 12 line 67.

For the 1987 specification, please refer to Figs.

6A-6B, as described from pa^es 324 to 374.

a plurality of receiver/distribution means for

receiving television programming from a

plurality of program sources and

Distribution amplifiers 63-70.

12
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outputting said programming to a matrix

switch means and

a control signal detector and processor

Matrix switch 75.

Signal processor 71.

Matrix switch 75.
means, .

— r\
~

a matrix switch means for receiving said

programming from

said plurality of receiver/distribution means

and for outputting selected portions of said

received programming to

a multichannel television distribution means,

"a control signal detector and processor means

for detecting control signal respecting said

programming and transferring said control

signals to a storage/transfer means, said

control signal detector and processor means

being configured to detect said control signals

in specified frequency ranges or at specified

locations within said programming, said

control signal detector and processor means

controlling the particular ranges and locations

wherein said control sipials are detected,

a storage/transfer means for receiving and

Distribution amplifiers 63-70.

Cable field distribution system 93.

Signal processor 71.

See column 11 lines 3*11.

a storage/ —
*

storing said control signals and for transferring

at least a portion of said control signals for

further processing, and

a processor means for controlling the output

functions of said matrix switch means and the

transfer functions of said storage/transfer

means in response to said control signals or

local command.

Cable program and controller 73.

See column 11 lines 3-11.

Cable program and controller 73.

See column 11 line 44 to column 12 line 12.

b. Analysis of Claim 3 with Claim 9 of

U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414.

(1) Claim Comparison Chart

Claim 9 of U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414

9. In a multichannel television distribution

system,

Claim 3

3. A method of controlling a remote station

based on a broadcast or cablecast transmission

,

said method comprising the steps of:

"a receiver/distributor means for receiving

television programmingfrom a plurality of

program sources and directing said

programming to a matrix switch means and a

control signal detector means, a matrix switch

(a) receiving a control signal from a first remote

station;

13
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means for receiving said progranuningfrom

said receiver/distribution means and for

directing selected portions of said received

programming to a recording device

operatively connected to a multichannel

television distribution means,

"a control signal detector means for detecting

control signals respecting said programming

and transferring said control signals to a

storage/transfer means, said control signal

detector means being configured to detect said

control signals in a predetermined frequency

range ox at predetermined locations within

said programming,

a storage/transfer means for receiving and

storing said control signals and for transferring

at least a portion of said control signals for

further processing, and

a processor means for controlling the directing

functions of said matrix switch means and the

transfer functions of said storage/transfer

means in response to said control signals or cm

local command.

(b) passing said control signal to a computer and

causing said computer to compute a variable

value in response to said control signal;

(c) generating, based on said computed variable

value, an instruction moduk comprising

executable code, said generated instruction

moduk to be transferred to a memory at a second

remote station and executed upon command;

(d) embedding said generated instruction

module into an information transmission tobe

broadcast or cablecast; and

(e) transmitting said information transmission to

said second remote station in a broadcast or

rafrfrfftct transmission.

(2) Patentable Distinctions of Claim

3 over Claim 9 of U.S. Pat No.

5,109,414.

Claim 3 of the present application has as patentable distinctions over the

disclosure of claim 9 of the '414 patent

, mrtu~i ~< rolling a remote station based op a breast or yablgcast

transmission:

p-.foy^ dyn,! to a computer and causing said computer <Q

^»mpi,tP a var^V value in response to $ajd control Signal;

Fnrr^rW nn „M computed variable v»)nf ™ instruction module

^P^nf, pygcuta^ «iH aerated instruction module to be transferred

at a second_remptf

14
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UMbrrldhlg r *f g
ri^tPd inaction module into an information

1LJ1U .i jnp tn br h-r^f ™ ™bWast: and

tjan^juttine information fransirussiflntp said second remote stafr

jn P hmadcas* ™ rahlecast transmission,

(3) Reasons Patentable Distinctions

would not be Obvious to One

Having Ordinary Skill in the Art

at the Time of the Invention.

Claim 3 of the present application claims a mfftod of controlling a remote

^~d on a brmrlrr* ~T
>»"™m^ There is no teaching in

the prior art nor any knowledge one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention would have possessed that would render claim 3 an obvious variation

over the invention denned by claim 9 of the '414 patent There is simply no

suggestion that the multichannel television distribution system as disclosed in

claim 9 performs, inter alia, gm^thiff based on nW computed variable value,

^^Hnn mod,V~nr~^f
stable code said fenerated instruction

^,1, tn br tr~«—' ™ at rP™°tP StatiQ"
'

[Jim mrmW -~^™fT
.aid venerated instruction mpdule into,

^ ^nilnn to be broadcast or cablet as the instant claim

specifies. For this reason, inter alia, given the patentable distinctions as outlined

above, claim 3 of the present application is not obvious over the invention

defined by claim 9 of the '414 patent in light of the prior art

c Analysis of Claim 11 with Claim 9 of

U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414.

(1) Claim Comparison Chart

15
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Claim 9 of U.S. PaL No. 5.109,414

9. In a multichannel television distribution

system,

Claim 11

11. A remote station comprising:

a receiver/distributor means for receiving

television programmingfrom a plurality of

program sources and directing said

programming to a matrix switch means and a

control signal detector means, a matrix switch

means for receiving said programming from

said receiver/distribution means and for

directing selected portions of said received

programming to a recording device

operatively connected to a multichannel

television distribution means,

(a) receiving means for receiving a control signal

from a first remote station

a control signal detector means for detecting

control signals respecting said programming

and transferring said control signals to a

storage/transfer means, said control signal

detector means being configured to detect said

control signals in a predetermined frequency

range or at predetermined locations within

said programming,

(b) computation means coupled to said receiving

means;

a storage/transfer means for receiving and

storing said control signals and for transferring

at least a portion of said control signals for

further processing, and

(c) transmission means for passing said control

signal to said computation means, wherein said

computation means computes a variable value in

response to said control signal and generates,

based on said computed variable value, at least a

portion of an instruction module comprising

executable code, said generated at least a portion

of yak* instruction module to be transferred to a

memory at a second remote station and executed

upon command;

a processor means for controlling the directing

functions of said matrix switch means and the

transfer functions of said storage/transfer

means in response to said control signals or on

local command. m

generated at least a portion of said instruction

module into an information transmission to be

broadcast or cablecast; and

(e) broadcast transmission means for

transmitting said information transmission to

said second remote station in a broadcast or

cablecast transmission.

(2) Patentable Distinctions of Claim

11 over Claim 9 of U.S. Pat No.

5,109,414.

Claim 11 of the present application has as patentable distinctions over the

disclosure of claim 9 of the '414 patent:

ID
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a r?T fl»«j
> Ration ,

rnmprisiny.

n^-rr^ ™»™ forP^nE^ cnntro1 si<ma1 tn said comPutation

»? ca iH rontrol signal and gener*t~ "**»d™ said computed variably value," *X

ioact a portion nf an instruction module comprising executable CQdg .
said

,

pirated at least a portion nf said instruction module to be transferred tQ a
,

m-iry at a second rem»*e station and executed upon command;

bedding means for embedding said generated at least a portion of said
.

mer

emt

^ct^irtion module into an information transmission to be broadcast or cable<?$t;

and

broadcast transmission mean* far transmitting said information

transmissj^ntp_saic

H-ansmission.

(3) Reasons Patentable Distinctions

would not be Obvious to One
Having Ordinary Skill in the Art

at the Time of the Invention.

Claim 11 of the present application claims a remote station. There is no

teaching in the prior art nor any knowledge one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention would have possessed that would render claim 11 an

obvious variation over the invention denned by claim 9 of the '414 patent There

is simply no suggestion that the multichannel television distribution system as

disclosed in claim 9 comprises, inter alia, transmission means for passing said

^ntrol signal to said mmput»ti»n means, wherein said computation means

value in response to sajcLcQDi
c

on.

com:

said romputed triable value at least a portion of an instruction mpdufc

prising executa"* ™de aid generated at least a portion of s*id instruction

17
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mnHnlP tn be tr^cfprrpH to a irpmnrv at a second remote Station and executed

,Ton rnmmand. as the instant claim specifies. For this reason, inter alia, given

the patentable distinctions as outlined above, claim 11 of the present applicatio

is not obvious over the invention defined by claim 9 of the '414 patent in light (

the prior art

d. Analysis of Claim 12 with Claim 9 of

U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414.

(1) Claim Comparison Chart

Claim 9 of U.5. Fat No. 5.109,414

9. In a multichannel television distribution

system,

Claim 12

12. A method of controlling a remote station

based on a broadcast or cablecast transmission,

comprising the steps of:
,

a receiver/distributor means for receiving

television programmingfrom a plurality of

program sources and directing said

programming to a matrix switch means and a

control signal detector means, a matrix switch

means for receiving said programming from

said receiver/distribution means and for

directing selected portions of said received

programming to a recording device

operatively connected to a multichannel

television distribution means,

receiving at least one instruct signal which is

effective to cause a first remote station to generate

at least a portion of a control signal which is

effective to cause a second remote station to

compute a variable value in response to said

control signal and generate, based on said

computed variable value, at least a portion of an

instruction module comprising executable code,

said generated at least a portion of said instruction

module to be transferred to a memory at a third

remote station and executed upon command;

a control signal detector means for detecting

control signals respecting said programming

and transferring said control signals to a

storage/transfer means, said control signal

detector means being configured to detect said

control signals in a predetermined frequency

range or at predetermined locations within

said programming.

receiving at least one transmitter control signal

which operates at said second remote station to

embed said generated at least a portion of said

instruction module into an information

transmission to be broadcast or cablecast, and

transmit said information transmission to said

third remote station in a broadcast or cablecast

transmission; and —
a storage/transfer means for receiving and

storing said control signals and for transferring

at least a portion of said control signals for

further processing, and
,

.

transmitting said at least one instruct signal

and said at least one transmitter control signal

to said first remote station.

a.processor means for controlling the directing

functions of said matrix switch means and the

transfer functions of said storage /transfer

means in response to said control signals or on

local command.
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(2) Patentable Distinctions of Claim

12 over Claim 9 of U.S. Pat No.

5,109,41*.

Claim 12 of the present application has as patentable distinctions over the

disclosure of claim 9 of the '414 patent

. of mntroft-r
- ^tion brerl on a broadcast or cables

^emission
,

rnmprisinp the StePS ofc

rrnt+.

r
,» „n» instruct simal which is effective to cause a

^ . Hint, tr p " » » 1™*" "f 1 rontml sifTial Wbich 19 *****

-rrr^—^ tn compute a variable value in response to said

nf in ~f
~

1 P^" 1" executable code said generated *t

^ r^n nf said instruction mQdule t<

"

rr^ofP station »"H pv«^uted nnon command;

r^jyfng at lef p» V"? transmitter

ifi |-orr,n»P Ration omhpd said generaii

^ctmrtion ir-'y
1- a" information transi

transmi* «aiH information transmission tc

hmanVast or rahWast r-arxmi^inn: and

^cn.iH,^ .aid at
i—

»—^ ™« ™d at lgaSt 01*

iM^miftrr r~—1 «" first ^mote gtatiQI>'

(3) Reasons Patentable Distinctions

would not be Obvious to One

Having Ordinary Skill in the Art

at the Time of the Invention-

Claim 12 of the present application claims a method of controlling

^^ hacoH r- - - »»*rn« transmit There is no

teaching in the prior art nor any knowledge one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention would have possessed that would render claim 12 an
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obvious variation over the invention defined by claim 9 of the '414 patent There

is simply no suggestion that the multichannel television distribution system

disclosed in claim 9 performs, inter alia, raving at lgagt on? instruct signal

^w
fr

Pffectivr »f * fi^ remote station to fHUTa* at fcjigt a pprtjpn pf a

^.rnl riynal wWrK fa effective ^ f a second remote Sfrtipn tp cpmpute a

imputed variable v*)ue. at least a

~-m»i»Mp cod* f»M generate^ »t 1-«t a portion of said hrtnirtfop mpjufc tp fre

as the instant claim specifies. For this reason, inter alia, given the patentable

distinctions as outlined above, claim 12 of the present application is not obvious

the invention defined by claim 9 of the '414 patent in light of the prior art
over

Analysis of Claim 13 with Claim 9 of

U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414.

(1) Claim Comparison Chart

a receiver/distributor means for receiving

television programmingfrom a plurality of

program sources and directing said

programming to a matrix switch means and a

control signal detector means, a matrix switch

means for receiving said programming from

said receiver/distribution means and for

directing selected portions of said received

programming to a recording device

operatively connected to a multichannel

television distribution means,

generating at least a control portion of at least one

control signal said at least one control signal

effective to cause said remote station to (1)

compute a variable value in response to said at

least one control signal (2) generate, based on said

variable value, at least a control portion erf an

instructionmoduk comprising executable code,

said at least a control portion of said instruction

module to be transferred to a memory at a

subscriber station and executed upon command,

and (3) transmit said at least said control portion

erf said generated instruction module in a

Kmadcast or cablecast transmission; and

a control signal detector means for detecting

control signals respecting said programming

and transferring said control signals to a

storageVtransfer means, said control signal

detector means being configured to detect said

transmitting said at least one control signal to

said remote station in an information

transmission which contains video.
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Control signals in a predetermined frequency

range or at predetermined locabons withm

said programmmK/ —-

—

:
—

—

7storage/transfer means for receiving and

storing said control signals and for transferring

at least a portion of said control signals for

f.,r+h»T processing, and .

a processor means for controlling the directing

functions of said matrix switch means and the

transfer functions of said storage/transfer

means in response to said control signals or on

local command.

(2) Patentable Distinctions of Cairn

13 over Claim 9 of U.S. Pat No.

5,109,414.

Claim 13 of the present application has as patentable distinctions over the

disclosure of claim 9 of the '414 patent

a TPthnd of /™rrn11inff a ">™?t* station comprising the, gtj

L rnrrtinf?
- t
i—» , .on^ol portion of at Vast or* control signal, said at

.

L
, ..nrrnl -ff-n~ *" ^ remo* Ptatjpn t" H) ™mp*t

a

:
.^u «. I,» in rPsr

* 1-* one control sjfnal, (2) gyrate,ba^

^rrHcm ff
MeP^M> rndP. said at least a control portion <?f

™d ffl trnn-mit <aid at least said controlportion gjatojuua*
"

u^u-hvw, modu i- ^ t^Hmrt or nblerast transmission; ar

, , in -mittirr
- ™» "mtrnl nmnl to said remote statipn in ;

mfnrmarion tT»™™»«*"" whirb contains vidgQ,
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(3) Reasons Patentable Distinctions

would not be Obvious to One
Having Ordinary Skill in the Art

at the Time of the Invention.

Claim 13 of the present application claims a, method of controlling a

nation. There is no teaching in the prior art nor any knowledge one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention would have possessed that

would render claim 13 an obvious variation over the invention defined by claim

9 of the '414 patent There is simply no suggestion that the multichannel

television distribution system as disclosed in claim 9, inter alia, gyrates at least

, rnmi p^rtioP * I—t on* control simal, fiajd at 1f*«ft Control signal

tr^ r t
wt or^f ^+™i oynai.m ^eratp based on <*\t variable, value, at

gxecutat

Hp transferred to a

Yt
~a rabW^ transmission as the instant claim specifies. For this reason,

inter alia, given the patentable distinctions as outlined above, claim 13 of the

present application is not obvious over the invention defined by claim 9 of the

'414 patent in light of the prior art.

f. Analysis of Claim 14 with Claim 9 of

U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414.

(1) Claim Comparison Chart

riaim 9 of U-S. Pat No. 5409,414

9. In a multichannel television distribution

svstem, .

14. A method of controlling a remote station

Kacad nn a broadcast or cablecast transmission.
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a receiver/distributor means for receiving

television programming from a plurality of

proeram sources and directing said

programming to a matrix switch means and a

control signal detector means, a matrix switch

means for receiving said programming from

said receiver/distribution means and for

directing selected portions of said received

programming to a recording device

imperatively connected to a multichannel

television distribution means,

irising the steps of:

(1) receiving an information transmission to be

broadcast or cablecast;

7 control signal detector means for detecting

control signals respecting said programming

and transferring said control signals to a

storage/transfer means, said control signal

detector means being configured to detect said

control signals in a predetermined frequency

range or at predetermined locations within

said programming,

a storage/transfer means for receiving and

storing said control signals and for transferring

at least a portion of said control signals for

further processing, and

a processor means for controlling the directing

functions of said matrix switch means and the

transfer functions of said storage/transfer

means in response to said control signals or on

local command.

(2) receiving at least one instruct signal which is

effective to accomplish:

(a) effecting a transmitter station to generate

at least a portion of at least one first control signal

said at least one first control signal effective to

cause said remote station to compute a variable

value in response to said at least one first control

signal generate, based on said variable value, at

least a portion of an instruction module

comprising executable code, said at least a portion

of said instruction module tobe transferred to a

memory at said remote station and executed upon

command, and transmit said generated at least a

portion of said instruction module in said

broadcast or cablecast transmission; and

(b) effecting said remote station to generate

at least a portion of at least one second control

signal said at least one second control signal

effective to cause a subscriber station at said

remote station to compute a variable value in

response to said at least one second control signal

generate at least a portion of a module based on

said variable value, and transmit said module

n command;
•

(3) receiving at least one transmitter control

signal which operates at said transmitter station to

communicate at least one of (i) said at least one

instruct signal and (ii) said at least one first control

signal to a transmitter; and

^4) transmitting said information

transmission, said at least one instruct signal

and said at least one transmitter control signal

to at least one of said transmitter station and

said remote station.
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(2) Patentable Distinctions of Claim

14 over Claim 9 of U.S. Pat No.

5,109,414.

Claim 14 of the present application has as patentable distinctions over the

disclosure of claim 9 of the '414 patent

a rnethod of controlling a remote station based on a broadcast or cablecast

fransmissipp. comprising the steps of;

receiving at least one instruct signal which is effective to accomplish:

effecting a transmitter station to generate at least a portion of at

frast one first control signal, said at least one first control signal effective

^ cause said remote station to compute a variable value in response to

^jd at least one first control signal, generate, based on said variable va]u
,e,

at least a portion of an instruction module comprising executable code,

sa^d at least a portion of said instruction module to be transferred tP a

rpemnrv at said remote station and executed upon command, and

transmit said generated a t least a portion of said instruction module in

said broadcast or cablecast transmission: and

effecting said remote station to generate at least a portion of at least

nnp second control signal, said at least one second control sienal effective

to cause a subscriber station at said remote station to compute a variable

value in response to said at least one second control signal, generate at

l?ast a portion of a module based on said variable value, and transmit

said module upon command:

reiving at least one transmitter control signal which operates at said

transmitter station to communicate at least one of Ci) said at least one instruct

signal and (in said at least one first control signal to a transmitter; and
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^emitting said information trarfrnksion. said at least one instruct

g;r

a

l and said «ng transmitter control signal to at least pne of said

transmitter y»«ti«n and said remote Station,

(3) Reasons Patentable Distinctions

would not be Obvious to One

Having Ordinary Skill in the Art

at the Time of the Invention.

Claim 14 of the present application claims a method of controlling a

~^tP station on a breast or cablecast transmission. There is no

teaching in the prior art nor any knowledge one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention would have possessed that would render claim U an

obvious variation over the invention defined by claim 9 of the '414 patent There

is simply no suggestion that the multichannel television distribution system as

JL~lo:cd in rhim ° r°^™ff at least om> instriict signa| which

.^vp to .ctMirTifah- »fferHn
ff

a transmitter Station to federate at least a

r
nrtinn of atW nnp first con^ol «*ff™l- said at least one first control Signal

a«~tive to cam* remot* Nation to compute a variable val

c,M at loast onp fi^t rontrol 5^*1 pirate, based on said variable valug
,
at

iaa«» a portion of *n instruction ™oH,i1p romprisinr executable c0dg, said at least

, portion of said insertion mod»i»^ Hp transferred to a memory at said rem<

cf.Hon and exeoi*pH upon command and transmit said generated at least a

portion of said instruction megilp in said broadcast or cablecast transmission...,

as the instant claim specifies. For this reason, inter alia, given the patentable

distinctions as outlined above, claim 14 of the present application is not obvious

over the invention denned by claim 9 of the '414 patent in light of the prior art.
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Analysis of Claim 3 with Claim 12 of

US. Pat No. 5,109,414.

(1) Claim Comparison Chart

Claim 12 of U.S. Pat No. 5.109,414

12. In a multichannel television distribution

system.

ClaimS

3. A method of controlling a remote station

based on a broadcast or cablecast transmission

,

said method comprising the steps of:

i rsf wteivet/distribution means for
a plurality o* i»v**»**' || wM*»'»*i»«'»» **" — • •

receiving television programming from a

plurality of program sources and

outputting said programming to a matrix

switch means and

a control signal detector and processor

means, ;

(a) receiving a control signal from a first remote

station;

a matrix switch means for receiving said

programming from

said plurality of receiver/distribution means

and for outputting selected portions of said

received programming to

a multichannel television distribution means.

(b) passing said control signal to a computer and

causing said computer to compute a variable

value in response to said control signal;

a control signal detector and processor means

for detecting control signal respecting said

programming and transferring said control

signals to a storage/transfer means, said

control signal detector and processor means

being configured to detect said control signals

in specified frequency ranges or at specified

locations within said programming, said

control signal detector and processor means

controlling the particular ranges and locations

wherein said control signals are detected,

(c) generating, based on said computed variable

value, an instruction module comprising

executable code, said generated instruction

module to be transferred to a memory at a second

remote station and executeo upon wuimanu,

a storage/transfer means for receiving and

storing said control signals and for transferring

at least a portion of said control signals for

further processing, and
,

(d) embedding said generated instruction

module into an information transmission tobe

broadcast or cablecast; and

a processor means for controlling the output

functions of said matrix switch means and the

transfer functions of said storage/transfer

means in response to said control signals or

local command* .
—

(e) transmitting said information

transmission to said second remote station in a

broadcast or cablecast transmission.
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(2) Patentable Distinctions of Claim

3 over Claim 12 of U.S. Pat No.

5,109,414.

Claim 3 of the present application has as patentable distinctions over the

disclosure of claim 12 of the '414 patent

n
~( rolling a r~™*P station based on a broadcast or cablecast

fran<;mission:

«m ^mlriffiml to a computer and rausinff said computer to

^puf a varifH*v«l»«» response to said control signal;

rr~»tfrg based on ^M-mmputed v^uMp value, an instruction m<

^prirfny exeo^"» crated instruction modnlf tp be transferred

^ a mpmnrv at a ~ ^ ™nnte station and executed upon command,

^v^am^ p,M gpneratf^ fronton module into an information

remission to K» broadcast or cablecast; 3nd

1^ a broadcast or cablec?»«t transmission.

(3) Reasons Patentable Distinctions

would not be Obvious to One

Having Ordinary Skill in the Art

at the Time of the Invention-

Claim 3 of the present application claims a method of controlling e^mpte

ViasoH on a r-ri™* ™ ™h1ecast transmission. There is no teaching in

the prior art nor any knowledge one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention would have possessed that would render claim 3 an obvious variation

over the invention defined by claim 12 of the '414 patent There is simply no

suggestion that the multichannel television distribution system as disclosed in

claim 12 performs, inter alia, generating
,

,

based Pn sajd computed variable value,

7
- ^.rtinn mocM- ^"T™"? ********""> *aid

to he tranr^ to a memory at a second remote station and executed
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Kon module intc

cast as the instant claim
1T .....Ad nnrl rr

Kr"hft M<d
?
eneTatt

tot tinn tran^iscion to be broadcast or gat

specifies. For this reason, inter alia, given the patentable distinctions as outlined

above, claim 3 of the present application is not obvious over the invention

defined by claim 12 of the '414 patent in light of the prior art.

h. Analysis of Claim 11 with Claim 12 of

U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414.

(1) Qaim Comparison Chart

THi^-il of U.S. Pat No. 5.10M14

12. In a multichannel television distribution

system.system, -,—
"

plurality of receiver/distribution mean* for

receiving television programming from a

plurality of program sources and

outputting said programming to a matrix

switch means and

a control signal detector and processor

means, —means, .
— —

'a matrix switch means for receiving said

programming from

said plurality of receiver/distribution means

and for outputting selected portions of said

received programming to

a multichannel television distribution means,

"a control signal detector and processor means

for detecting control signal respecting said

programming and transferring said control

signals to a storage/transfer means, said

control signal detector and processor means

being configured to detect said control signals

in specified frequency ranges or at specified

locations within said programming, said

control signal detector and processor means

controlling the particular ranges andlocaoons

wherein said control signals are detected,^

—

a storage/transfer means for receiving and

Qaimll

11. A remote station, comprising:

(a) receiving means for receiving a control signal

from a first remote station;

(c) transmission means for passing said control

signal to said computation means,
wherein said

computation means computes a variable valuem
response to said control signal and generates,

based on said computed variable value, at least a

portion of an instruction module comprising

executable code, said generated at least a portion

ofsaidinstructic)nmaiuktobetransfenedtoa

memory at a second remote station and executed

upon command;
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storing said control signals and for transferring

at least a portion of said control signals for

further processing, and _

generated at least a portion of said instruction

module into an information transmission to be

broadcast or caoiecast; ana

a processor means for controlling me output

functions of said matrix switch means and the

transfer functions of said storage/transfer

means in response to said control signals or

local command. ]
.

(e) broadcast transmission means for

transmitting said information transmission to

said second remote station in a broadcast or

cablecast transmission.

(2) Patentable Distinctions of Claim

11 over Claim 12 of U.S. Pat No.

5,109,414.

Claim 11 of the present application has as patentable distinctions over the

disclosure of claim 12 of the '414 patent

a remote Station, romprisinp

emission mea™ for passing said control signal to said computation
,

mp9ns . wherein said romputation mpans romputes a variable value in response,

t? said control signal and generate

i„ast a portion of *n instruction r^" 1" uprising executable cpdg
,
said

£
onpratPd at least a portion of saiH instruction module to be transferred to a

mpmnrv at a s«*-nnd remote station and executed upon CQmmar\4;

p^HMing mPans for emending said generated at least a portion of said

^,rtion modH* into an information transmission to be broadcast or cablecast;

and

hroadrast transmission means for transmitting said information

>\A sprond remote station in a broadcast or cablecas.
transmission

transmission.

(3) Reasons Patentable Distinctions

would not be Obvious to One

Having Ordinary Skill in the Art

at the Time of the Invention.

Claim 11 of the present application claims a remote station. There is no

teaching in the prior art nor any knowledge one of ordinary skill in the art at the
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time of the invention would have possessed that would render claim 11 an

obvious variation over the invention defined by claim 12 of the '414 patent

There is simply no suggestion that the multichannel television distribution

system as disclosed in claim 12 comprises, inter alia, ftansrnjssipp means for

r ccin
g
caid control si^al to said computation means, whereto said

grates. h»f»d or, said compute variable value, at least a portion of ffl

w^^ modu^m^pridny oxeaitahle rode, said generated at least a portion

„f
r
»iA in.irructinn module to V>e transferred to a memory at a second remc

^™ a»H Pxecin^ "I™ as the instant claim specifies. For this

reason, inter alia, given the patentable distinctions as outlined above, claim 11 of

the present application is not obvious over the invention denned by claim12 of

the '414 patent in light of the prior art

Analysis of Claim 12 with Claim 12 of

U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414.

(1) Claim Comparison Chart

a plurality of receiver/distribution means for

receiving television programming from a

plurality of program sources and

outputting said programming to a matrix

switch means and

a control signal detector and processor

means,

receiving a t least one instruct signal which is

effective to cause a first remote station to generate

at kast a portion of a control signal which is

effective to cause a second remote station to

compute a variable value in response to said

control signal and generate, based cm said

computed variable value, at least a portion of an

instruction module comprising executable code,

said generated at least a portion of said instruction

module to be transferred to a memory at a third

remote station and executed upon command;

a matrix switch means for receiving said

programming from
.

receiving at least one transmitter control signal

which operates at said second remote station to
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said plurality of receiver/distribution meana

and for outputting selected portions of said

received programming to

a multichannel television distribution means,

a control signal detector and processor means

embed said generated at least a portion of said

instruction module into an information

transmission to be broadcast or cablecast, and

transnit said information transmission to said

third remote station in a broadcast or cablecast

transmission; and

a conuui *
.

,

for detecting control signal respecting said

programming and transferring said control

signals to a storage/transfer means, said

control signal detector and processor means

being configured to detect said control signals

in specified frequency ranges or at specified

locations within said programming, said

control signal detector and processor means

controlling the particular ranges and locations

• said control signals are detected

transmitting said at least one instruct signal

and said at least one transmitter control signal

to said first remote station.

a storage/transfer means for receiving and

storing said control signals and for transferring

at least a portion of said control signals for

further processing, and

a processor means for controlling the output

functions of said matrix switch means and the

transfer functions of said storage/transfer

means in response to said control signals or

local command^

(2) Patentable Distinctions of Claim

12 over Claim 12 of U.S. Pat No.

5,109,414.

Claim 12 of the present application has as patentable distinctions over the

disclosure of claim 12 of the '414 patent

- ~*u~a ^ rmifrml1ing a r«™*» ^tinn based on a broadcast or cablets*

fransmission
,

rnmprisiny the steps of:

^ivm
g
at least ™» inctmrt signal which is effective to cause a first

osHnn tn ge— **W * portion of a control signal which is effective

»~ n second ^Hnn to compute a variably va|ne in response tp sale
"

rfgna l and g
»f haSed on said computed variable value, at leagt *

inrtir
- ^ .„ ,c^nn modularising execute code said fffneTatgd at
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f
-
rrrjr+lftP.

or said jr^rpirtion mndiilp to be tli

rrrr„tf cation
»n,d pypruted upon command;

irfTi^g
Ip^t nnP transmitter mntrol simal which operate^ at said

JJ^lllLLgn^— " pmhpd aerated at least a portion of said

]^UmUlon
^ .„ information transmission to be broadcast PT cablecast,

^ frnnc-r^ sajd information transmission to said third rempte statfr

hT?a<4ra «;t or fflblprast transmission; and

^emitting saiH a t 1Past one instruct signa] and said at least pre

(3) Reasons Patentable Distinctions

would not be Obvious to One
Having Ordinary Skill in the Art

at the Time of the Invention.

Claim 12 of the present application claims a method of controlling a

Trnrrt^ b-nt"" a *™dr»st or cablecast trar^sion. There is no

teaching in the prior art nor any knowledge one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention would have possessed that would render claim 12 an

obvious variation over the invention defined by claim 12 of the '414 patent.

There is simply no suggestion that the multichannel television distribution

system disclosed in claim 12 performs, inter alia, receiving at least 0"? instruct

which offo-rive ra,isp a firs* TPTnnfp statjori tn fr*pncrate at 1

^HiiiMninti nrrH * ptfgrtivp to raiise a ggCpnH remote ptatign te

r ,*oA variable va1»e » Ipast a portion of an instruction mod

jtable code^said-eenerated at least a
,
oortion^f siii

^^priciing ext

dpecued

Upon^0jr^nd.as the instant claim specifies. For this reason, inter alia, given the
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patentable distinctions as outlined above, claim 12 of the present application is

not obvious over the invention defined by claim 12 of the '414 patent in light of

the prior art.

Analysis of Claim 13 with Cairn 12 of

U.S. Pat No. 5409,414.

(1) Caun Comparison Chart

Claim 12 of U.5. Fat No. 5,109/414

12. In a multichannel television distribution

system.

13. A method of controlling a remote station,

comprising the steps ok

a plurality of receiver/distribution means for

receiving television programming from a

plurality of program sources and

outputting said programming to a matrix

switch means and

a control signal detector and processor

means.

generating at least a control portion of at least one

control signal said at least one control signal

effective to cause said remote station to (1)

compute a variable value in response to said at

least one control signal (2) generate, based an said

variable value, at least a control portion of an

instruction module comprising executable code,

said at least a control portion of said instruction

module to be transferred to a memory at a

subscriber station and executed upon command,

and (3) transmit said at least said control portion

of said generated instruction module in a

broadcast or cablecast transmission; and

a matrix switch means for receiving said

programming from

said plurality of receiver/distribution means

and for outputting selected portions of said

received programming to

a multichannel television distribution means,

transmitting said at least one control signal to

said remote station in an information

transmission which contains video.

a control signal detector and processor means

for detecting control signal respecting said

programming and transferring said control

signals to a storage/transfer means, said

control signal detector and processor means

being configured to detect said control signals

in specified frequency ranges or at specified

locations within said programming, said

control signal detector and processor means

controlling the particular ranges and locations
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wherein said control signals are detected,

a storage/trartsier means tor receiving aim

storing said control signals and for transferring

at least a portion of said control signals for

^.rthfr processing, and

"a processor means for controlling me ourpw

functions of said matrix switch means and the

transfer functions of said storage/transfer

means in response to said control signals or

local command. ;
,

(2) Patentable Distinctions of Claim

13 over Claim 12 of U.S. Pat No.

5,109,414.

Claim 13 of the present application has as patentable distinctions over the

disclosure of claim 12 of the '414 patent

nm^ r( rPnrrn11ing a rfirr^ ™mr>risinr the steps of.

rnrrtjT1g r
» . mnrrol portion of at IfBSt PTIP cpntrpl tfgml . »M

1

tml rip-i o^Hvp to cause said rfrn.otf station tP fl) cpmpute a

...^
]T
„aw in rpsponse to said at Vast one ronM jfr*} (?) fmen*. bas

~ ,
p^ triable v^"f f » a f""tml portion of an instruction module

• •

P
vr,^lp rode, mm r»^ a °* *»id

^ ,o Y» truf^mr1 « ™™orv subscriber station and fxecuted upon

irv

Hrast or cabl

formation transmission which contains video,

(3) Reasons Patentable Distinctions

would not be Obvious to One

Having Ordinary Skill in the Art

at the Time of the Invention.

Claim 13 of the present application claims unshod pf controlling a

r^mpj^taiifin. There is no teaching in the prior art nor any knowledge one of
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ordinary skiU in the art at the time of the invention would have possessed that

would render claim 13 an obvious variation over the invention defined by claim

12 of the '414 patent There is simply no suggestion that the multichannel

television distribution system as disclosed in claim 12, inter alia, general at lgagt

1 p^rH^n nf atW qtip conr™) pgnaL said *t least one control signal

,»p gtatipn to fl)
rompute ? variable value in rest,

ateJha5gi.nrt Paid variable value, at

a con

effective i

»n said at lytft 9ne control

rnntrH rT*^ nf »n imtn^ rnnHule comprise executable cpd?, said

2d

l<?a?t a,

a » 1pac;t a com

, ,

,

.

nlrt^ „ tn^hto as the instant claim specifies. For this reason,

inter oife, given the patentable distinctions as outlined above, claim 13 of the

present application is not obvious over the invention defined by claim 12 of the

'414 patent in light of the prior art

lc Analysis of Claim 14 with Claim 12 of

U.S. Pat No. 5409,414.

(1) Cairn Comparison Chart

Claim 12 of U-S. Pat No. 5,109,414

12. In a multichannel television distribution

system.

Claim 14

14 A method of controlling a remote station

based on a broadcast or cablecast transmission,

comprising the steps of:

a plurality of receiver/distribution means for

receiving television programming from a

plurality of program sources and

outputting said programming to a matrix

switch means and

a control signal detector and processor

means,
,

—

-

a matrix switch means for receiving said

(1) receiving an information transmission I

broadcast or cablecast;

(2) receiving at least one instruct sig
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programming from

said plurality of receiver/distribution means

and for outputting selected portions of said

received programming to

a multichannel television distribution means,

a control signal detector and processor means

for detecting control signal respecting said

programming and transferring said control

signals to a storage/transfer means, said

control signal detector and processor means

being configured to detect said control signals

in specified frequency ranges or at specified

locations within said programming, said

control signal detector and processor means

controlling the particular ranges and locations

wherein said control signals are detected,

a storage/transfer means for receiving and

storing said control signals and for transferring

at least a portion of said control signals for

further processing, and

a processor means for controlling the output

functions of said matrix switch means and the

transfer functions of said storage/transfer

means in response to said control signals or

local command.

effective to accomplish:

(a) effecting a transmitter station to generate

at feast a portion of at kast one first control signal

said at kast one first control signal effective to

cause said remote station to compute a variable

value in response to said at kast one first control

signal generate, based on said variabk value, at

least a portion of an instructionmoduk

comprising executabk code, said at kasta portion

pfsyiH instruction moduk to be transferred to a

memory at said remote station and executed upon

command, and transmit said generated at kast a

portion of said instruction moduk in said

broadcast ox cabkcast transmission; and

(b) effecting said remote station to generate

at kast a portion of at kast one second control

signal said at kast one second control signal

effective to cause a subscriber station at said

remote station to compute a variabk value in

response to said at kast one second control signal

generate at kast a portion of a moduk based on

said variabk value, and transmit said moduk

iipon outilinandi

(3) receiving at kast one transmitter control

signal which operates at said transmitter station to

communicate at kast one of (i) said at least one

instruct signal and (ii) said at least one first control

signal to a transmitter; and

(4) transmitting said information

transmission, said,at least one instruct signal

and said at least one transmitter control signal

to at least one of said transmitter station and

said remote station.
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(2) Patentable Distinctions of Claim

14 over Claim 12 of U.S. Fat No.

5,109,414.

Claim 14 of the present application has as patentable distinctions over the

disclosure of claim 12 of the '414 patent

, T„,v^ n( .nntrnlliny , re™^ haspH ™ * *™aHcast or cablecast

H-an«:Tnissior
,

cpmprisinf the steps oft

r
^^vin

ff
at least ™° ^ctntrt signal which is effective to accpmplish;

ptfPTtinft a trancrniHPT station to generate at least a portion of a,t

lT .
t^ fircf .ontrol riyw j 1f

M af 1past onp first rontrnl sirT)al gffg<^Vg

ranc0 <a iH remote st»*nr, compute a variable value ^ response to
,

- 1 rr^™ signa1 ***** °" **1d variab|g vah

-» ioac
t f rnrtinn of i"ctT^"" module rornprising executable o?dg,

^ *tw a portion o' «»M instruction module tp be transferred tp a
,

mpmnrv at said ~mntP Nation and executed upon command, and

caiH ^Prated a portion of said instruction module jn

ca iH broadcast or rahlecas* transmission: and

pffprting said r^otP Marion to gpnprate at least a portion of at least

~T ^nfrnl signal. «r
m «» 1—t one second control signal effective

- . nWrth^r nation »
t

">mote station to compute a variable

„,w in respond *» s*id at leas* q^p second control signal, generate fit

ioa cf a portion of f
mo^nlP based on said variable v«l«f ,

and transmit

said module upon command;

,prpivin
ff

at least onp transmitter ™n*™1 signal which operates at said

^h, nation nnirate at lert one of ffl said at least one instruc,

^,1 anH fin said at least one first control signal to a transmitter; aj
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(3) Reasons Patentable Distinctions

would not be Obvious to One

Having Ordinary Skill in the Art

at the Time of the Invention.

Claim 14 of the present application claims j mftrioH of controlling a

iLUluiLjjl i. ... ln-ri rr - > " transmis^. There isno

teaching in the prior art nor any knowledge one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention would have possessed that would render claim 14 an

obvious variation over the invention defined by claim 12 of the '414 patent

There is simply no suggestion that the multichannel television distribution

system as disclosed in claim 12, inter alia, „ rrWnf ntW HP*

^uju,, rr, i Mi r tn nr-rr—r^T a*™™nrT t0 *

jLjj_i4M_nM if it 1r~ ^—1^] lf 1paSt °nP^ CPntfgl

,nM «H.«»n to mmpnte a variable value
-

, , t1 , , „ n ,, , rnrirrn1 -iimnl gyrate. ba«H ^d variabl
, tr. said at tone first contrg' ftl«"g ii

*
>

||lrn
.. - „. .. tn.trurtfrn r™*"'"™™>rw™ f»pn-t^te code.

a ,mVf ftar«fwT<^traT*"""v "

^
'

rml .H,«nn ,n rt r-i-ntr* "1 lrt "M w^mmlt nftl mnrtrt «

! ,

,,

-

T r pr*- rf-HH tnHon mmMlf in fu ll .
lwnKnit or fflMwt

ttsnanis5ifl^ as the instant claim specifies. For this reason,Mr given the

patentable distinctions as ouUined above.<Wm U of the present application.

no, obvious over ft. invention denned by claim 12 of the "414 paten, in Ugh. of

the prior art.
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C General Overview and Summary of Applicants'

1987 Disclosure

While the Examiners suggest that Applicants' 1987 disclosure may appear

to contain a series of isolated examples, Applicants maintain that their examples

are carefully tied together. An essential feature of Applicants* disclosure in the

specification is that they explain their invention and the various embodiments

thereof and their interrelationship. The following description provides the

complete context of the disclosure, muminating important timing and error

correction considerations and explaining the interrelationship of Applicants' full

system.

One clear series of teachings is focused around the "Wall Street Weey

mmhined imac* ofFig.lC A first part of this image is received in a television

signal. Fig. IB shows this first part A second part, Fig. 1A, is generated at the

viewer station by processing data, which exists at the viewer station/in response

to control instructions which are detected in the television signal. In a section

entitled "One Combined Medium" (pages 19-28) at the beginning of the

Description of the Preferred Embodiments, a sequence of events associated with

the display of Fig. 1C is disclosed. A first series of instructions invoke broadcast

control (denned at page 23 lines 24-26), which includes clearing video RAM. A

second series of instructions construct the Fig. 1A image at video RAM. The Fig.

IB image is received in the "Wall Street Week" program, and is explained by the

program host as showing the performance of the DoW Industrials. When the

host says, "And here is what your portfolio did," an instruction in the television

signal executes "GRAPHICS ON" which combines the Figs. 1A and IB images

and displays Fig. 1C. After an interval of time during which corresponding

personalized programming is displayed simultaneously to every properly

equipped member of the "Wall Street Week" audience, an instruction executes
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"GRAPHICS OFF and causes Fig. 1A no longer to be displayed. The disclosure

defines "combining synch command" at page 26 lines 20-24, and explains that

instructions that construct the Fig. 1A, execute "GRAPHICS ON", and execute

"GRAPHICS OFF each comprise a combining synch command. Subsequently,

these are referred to throughout the disclosure as the "first", "second", and "third

combining synch commands of the 'Wall Street Week1 example"-

After providing a detailed disclosure of apparatus of the invention (called

"SPAM" apparatus) and of the composition of messages and message streams,

four examples, between pages 108 and 248, disclose alternate ways of processing

the first, second, and third combining synch commands of the Wall Street Week1

example. These examples reference Fig. 3. Example #1 describes transferring the

messages to an addressed controller and causing the controller to respond.

Examples #2 and #4 disclose alternate decryption techniques whereby portions of

the message stream containing the three combining synch commands are

selectively decrypted. Examples #3 and #4, which reference Fig. 3A as the

controller of decoders 203 and 205C, disclose the collection of metering data (e.g.,

for billing purposes) and monitoring data (e.g., for TV viewership ratings) based

on content of the first two combining synch commands. Each example discloses

control of a sequence of events, and describes carefully how its sequence occurs

within the broader context of "One Combined Medium" at pages 19-28.

Specifically each of examples #1, #2, #3, and #4 elaborates on the portion of "One

Combined Medium" from page 24 line 1 to page 27 line 7. In these four

examples, each later example builds upon concepts disclosed and definitions

provided in the earlier examples.

Example #5 (pages 248-271) focuses on functions performed by Signal

Processor 200 in Fig. 3 concurrently with the sequence of events described in "One

Combined Medium" and at apparatus which perform the metering and monitoring
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of examples #3 and #4. The first combining synch command of the "Wall Street

Week" example is also processed in example #5. Example #5 introduces concepts

that are subsequently used (e.g., in example #7) to teach automatic selection of

progranuning, including the "Wall Street Week" program itself. At pages 271-

278, the disclosure explains how the metering and monitoring, in particular of

the first combining synch command of the "Wall Street Week" example, causes

the content of recorder 16 to exceed a predetermined level which causes the

Signal Processor to telephone a remote data collection station and dump the

content of recorder 16 to the remote station.

Example #7, which occurs at pages 288-312 and 427-447 and incorporates

concepts of example #6, teaches selection of the "Wall Street Week" program

itself, interconnection of subscriber station apparatus to provide station specific

processing alternatives based on pre-stored instructions, and decryption of the

"Wall Street Week" program transmission. The disclosure teaches (e.g., page 311

lines 10-16) how this causes the station (now of Fig. 4 or Fig. 7 which are

subscriber stations of the intermediate transmission station of Fig. 6) to perform

the functions "One Combined Medium" and examples #l-#4.

The disclosure also cites (pages 322-333) and sites the "Wall Street Week-

monitoring and metering functions within the extended Fig. 5 monitoring

disclosed at pages 312-314.

In "Controlling Computer-Based Combined Media
Operations" (pages

447-457), the disclosure teaches how the "Wall Street Week" subscriber portfolio

contents and stock price data come to be up-to-date when the program begins>

teaches that the Fig. 1C combining is the first of a series of overlays, teaches error

detection techniques to prevent the display of incorrect or incomplete overlays,

and teaches error correction techniques to enable slow viewer station computers

that fall behind to catch up.
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A second dear series of teachings is focused around a television spot

commercial called program unitQ.

Within the disclosure of automated intermediate transmission station

functionality that begins at page 324, program unit Q is introduced at page 331

lines 21-22 in a passage that teaches organizing units of prerecorded

programming to play according to schedule.

Example #8 (pages 340-354) discloses that program unitQ is a television

spot commercial and teaches how it is transmitted with other spot commercials

from a satellite up-link to automated cable TV head-ends which are caused

automatically to select, store, and retransmit the spot commercials at different

times and on different channels.

Example #9 (pages 354-374) discloses that program unit Q is a combined

medium television spot commercial and teaches how one of the automated head-

ends of example #8 creates and transmits according to a schedule a time specific

and transmitter specific control signal with data that applies to specials and

discounts in a local supermarket at the scheduled time of transmission. The

relationship of examples #8 and #9 is discussed at page 355 lines 15-32.

Example #10 (pages 374-390) teaches how the automated head-end (as one

of a plurality of such head-ends each) creates the time specific and transmitter

specific control signal with data and inserts the control signal into a network

broadcast of combined medium program unit Q.

The subscriber station functionalities associated with both examples #9

and #10 (see page 469 line 1) are taught at pages 469-516. Each of a plurality of

viewer stations creates receiver specific output in response to the control

signal(s) as well as selecting viewer specific output from among the transmitted

transmitter, specific data. Each outputs its output in a series of time intervals of

specific relevance. The relationship of pages 469-514 to pages 324-390 is explicit
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and unmistakable in that every disclosure (e.g., 354-374, 374-390, and 469-516)

teaches a sequence of more than thirteen messages with matching names. These

include, for example, the "transnut-and-execute-program-instruction-set

message" (page 371 lines 9-10, page 385 lines 7-8, and page 484 lines 1-2) and

"program-instrucrion-set message" (page 371 lines 17-19, page 385 lines 14-16,

and 484 line 5). Furthermore, corresponding named ones of these messages are

disclosed in each respective passage (e.g., 354-374, 374-390, and 469-516) to have

functionally identical content and to cause identical functioning at the subscriber

stations. The passage at page 514 lines 8-30 states this.

Having disclosed all the individual elements and procedures of their

system, Applicants finish their disclosure by describing a cycle in "Summary

Example #11". The cycle involves controlling the disclosed system on a large

scale to interconnect and distribute information to users, create control signals,

create output in response to the control signals, display and explain the

information and output, and receive and process feedback in order to repeat the

cycle. Important disclosed functions such as preprograinming operating system

instructions (page 537), creation of control signals (pages 541-547), creation of

output for display (e.g., pages 548-551), display of the output (e.g., middle of

page 552 to top of page 554), reception of feedback (pages 555-556), and

distribution of new information based on the feedback (page 556) are cited in

specific sequence and make clear reference to the pertinent portions of the

specification that disclose these important functions.

D. Specification Support of the Claims

Applicants provide the following specification support for all pending

claim language per the request of the Examiner.
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1. Claim 3

In example #9/#lp of the 1987 patent specification, a cable system head end

is scheduled to transmit a supermarket TV commercial and stores data related to

the TV commercial The commercial advertises a product whose price varies from

time to time according to changing local supermarket discounts and specials, and

the stored data specify the particular discounts and specials that apply at the

scheduled time of transmissioa The head end receives a control signal (e.g., a

control program) from a remote satellite uplink. The control signal causes a

computer at the head end to compute values associated with the applicable

discounts and specials and incorporate the values into computer code which will

control a viewer station to display the commercial to a viewer with relevant

personal data of the discounts and specials. The head end generates computer

program and data modules that contain the code and data to accomplish the

display. At the scheduled time of transmission, the modules are embedded into a

multichannel cable signal and transmitted to the viewer station with the

commercial.

With regard to the functioning of the transmitter station, claim 3 finds

support at pages 374-390 of the specification. The corresponding functionality of

the receiver station is supported at pages 468-516. (As explained above in sectionC

the correspondence between these two passages is clear through the use of a

narrative sequence in each passage which uses carefully defined message names

and processing functions associated with more than thirteen messages.) Claim 3 is

also supported independently at pages 354-374 of the specification, although not

shown in the table below.

Claim Language

A method of

controlling

a remote station

Spec. Reference

Page 374 line 29-31

Specification Language

An example #10, focuses on combined

medium network control of intermediate

transmission stations, controlling ultimate
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based on a broadcast

or cablecast

transmission, said

method comprising

the steps of:

Page 470 lines 9-10.

page 324 lines 11-19.

receiver stations.

At the station of Fig. 7 and 7F (which station

is a subscriber station of the intermediate

station of Fig. 6),

The stations so automated may transmit any

form of electronically transmitted

programming, including television, radio,

print, data, and combined medium
programming and may range in scale of

operation from wireless broadcast stations

that transmit a single programming

transmission to cable systems that cablecast

many channels simultaneously.

Fig. 6 illustrates Signal Processing

Apparatus and Methods at an intermediate

transmission station

(a) receiving

a control signal

from a first remote

station;

Page 375 lines 4-6.

Page 378 lines 4-6 with

page 59 lines 29-31;

page 377 lines 26-34.

(b) passing said

control signal

to a computer and

Page 378 lines 4-9;

The station of Fig. 6 receives said network

transmission at receiver, 53, and retransmits

said transmission immediately via

modulator, 83.

Transmitting said generate-set-information

message (#10) causes said dedicated

decoders to detect and input said message

A SPAM message is the modality whereby

the original transmission station that

originates said message controls specific

addressed apparatus at subscriber stations.

Then the program originating studio at said

network originating and control station,

embeds in said normal transmission location

and transmits a SPAM message that is

addressed to ITS computers, 73, and consists

of a
w0r header, a particular execution

segment, appropriate meter- monitor

information, padding bits as required,

information segment information of the

aforementioned intermediate generation set

of Q, and an end of file signal (Hereinafter,

said message is called the "generate-set-

information message (#10)".)
.

Transmitting said generate-set-infonnation

message (#10) causes said dedicated

decoders to detect and input said message to

the computers, 73, of said stations.

Receiving said message at said

computers, 73, causes each of said

computers, 73, to load information of said
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causing said computer

to compute

a variable value

in response to said

control signal;

page 379 lines 6-10;

page 379 lines 5-6.

intermediate generation set at particular

RAM

information of said intermediate generation

set causes die computer, 73, in precisely the

fashion that applied in example #9, to

compute the value of a particular variable b

to be 6121875; to computes the value of a

particular variable c to be 2.117

At the station of Fig. 6, for example,

executing the information of said

intermediate generation set causes

(c) generating,

based on said

computed variable

value, ah instruction

module

Page 379 lines 5-31.

Page 364 line 25

through page 365 line

21.

.to computes the value of a particular

variable c to be 2.117; and to replaces

particular variable values, a, b, and c in a

particular so-called "higher language line of

program code" to become fonnula-and-item-

of- this-transmission information of:

Y = 1000.00 + 6121875 + (2.117 • X)

to select, compute, and replace other variable

information until complete program

instruction set information exists in higher

language code at particular memory; to

compile said higher language information; to

link the information so complied with other

compiled information; and to record the

information so computed, compiled, and

linked (which is complete information the

program instruction set ofQ of the station of

Fig. 6) in a file named TROCRAM.EXE*, in a

fashion well known in the art, cm a computer

memory disk of computer, 73. In so doing,

said computer, 73, generates the specific

program instruction set version-that is, the

program instruction set of Q.l-that applies

to the particular discounts and specials in

effect at the particular markets in the vicinity

of said station and at the particular time of

the network transmission of Q.

Automatically, computer, 73, selects and

computes information of other variables and

replaces other variable values of said

generally applicable program instruction set

information until a complete instance of

higher language code of said program

instruction set with all required formula-

and-item-of-this-transmission information

has been generated and exists at particular

memory. Automatically, computer, 73,
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comprising executable

code,

said generated

instruction module to

be transferred to a

memory at a second

remote station and

executed upon
command;

Page 379 lines 6-9 with

page 16 lines 20-23.

Page 484 lines 12-18.

compiles the information of said instance

and places the resulting so-called "object

module" at particular memory (which

compiling could be done, in the case of a

urogram written in IBM BASIC, with the

BM BASIC Compiler of the IBM Personal

Computer Computer Language Series).

Automatically, computer, 73, links the

information of said object module with

information of other compiled object

modules that exist in memory at computer,

73, (and may have been transmitted to

computer, 73, in the generally applicable

program instruction set information if said

intermediate generation set); generates a

particular PROGRAM.EXE output file that is

said program instruction set; and places said

file at particular program-set-to-transmit

memory of computer, 73, (which linking,

could be done, in the case of a program

compiled by the IBM BASIC Compiler with

die linker program of the IBM Disk

Operating System of the IBM Personal

Computer Computer Language Series). One

of said other compiled object modules is a

module that, when accessed in a fashion well

known in the art, computes the shortest

vehicle driving distance between any two

locations in the local vicinity of the station of

Fig, 6 when passed two street addresses of

said vicinity. (Hereinafter, the program

instruction set generated in example #9,

under control of said intermediate

generation set of Q, is called the "program

instruction set of Q^-)

...information of said intermediate

generation set causes the computer, 73, in

precisely the fashion that applied in

example #9, to compute the value of a

particular variable b to be 6121875;

Flexibility must exist for expanding the

capacity of installed systems by means of

transmitted software....

At the station of Figs. 7 and 7F, receiving the

program- instruction-set message (#10)

transmitted by the intermediate transmission

station of Fig. 6 causes said message tobe

detected at decoder, 203, and causes decoder,

203, to load and execute at microcomputer, 205,

the information segment of said message
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(d) embedding

said generated

instruction module

into

an information

transmission

to be broadcast ox

cablecast; and

(e) transmitting

said information

Page 386 lines 7-14

with

page 385 lines 24-34

and

page 382 lines 1-5;

page 324 lines 11-19.

Page 386 lines 12-14

and

i which is the program instruction set of Q.l and

is the output file, PROGRAMEXE, of said

station).

Receiving the information of the particular

program- instruction-set message (#10) of

the computer, 73, of its station causes a

jenerator, 82, to embed said information in

the normal transmission location of the

programming of Q transmission being

transmitted via said generator, 82, to the

field distribution system, 93, of said station,

thereby transmitting the particular program-

instruction-set message (#10) of said station

to said system, 93.

Then, automatically, each of said computers,

73, selects and transmits to the generator, 82,

of its station, information of a "01* header;

information of a particular SPAM execution

segment that is addressed to URS
microcomputers, 205; its retained meter-

monitor information; any required padding

bits; complete information of the program

instruction set that is at its program-set-to

transmit RAM memory; and information of a

SPAM end of file signal Said selected and

transmitted information that each of said

computers, 73, transmits is complete

information of the particular program-

instmction-set message (#10) of said

computer, 73.

Executing said instruction information

causes said computers, 73, each to load the

information of said files, PROGRAM.EXE

and DATA.OF.ITS, at particular program*

set-to-transmit and data-set-to-transmit

RAM memories of computer, 73

The stations so automated may transmit any

form of electronically transmitted

programming, including television, radio,

print, data, and combined medium

programming and may range in scale of

operation from wireless broadcast stations

that transmit a single programming

transmission to cable systems that cablecast

many channels simultaneously.

Fig. 6 illustrates Signal Processing Apparatus

and Methods at an intermediate

transmission station

thereby transmitting the particular program-

1mtr.^-^ m^sape (#10) of said station
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transmission

to said second remote

station

in a broadcast or

cablecast transmission.

page 484 lines Ml;

to said system, 93.

Thai said studio transmits said transmit-

and-execute- program-instruction-set

message (#10), causing each intermediate

transmission station, including the station of

Fig. 6 and said second intermediate

transmission station, to transmit its specific

program-instruction-set message (#10), as

described above. Receiving the specific

program-instruction-set message (#10) of its

intermediate transmission station causes

each ultimate receiver station to record one

instance of the PROGRAM.EXE information

in said message at particular RAM and

execute the information so loaded as a

machine language job.

2. Claim 4

Claim Lartf

The method of claim 3,

further comprising the

step of programming

said computer

to generate at least a

portion of said

generated instruction

module in response to

said control signal.

Spec. Reference

Page 355 lines 18

through page 356 line

13.

Computer, 73, is preprogrammed to process

combined medium programming. When the

aforementioned remote distribution station

inputs information to computer, 73, via

network, 98, regarding unit Q, said

distribution station inputs information that

q is particular combined medium

programming and instructs computer, 73, to

commence particular program instruction set

generation in a particular fashion at a

particular time interval prior to the

scheduled playing of Q. (Hereinafter, a

particular instance of such a time period is

called "interval/ as in -interval Q" of unit Q.)

Inputting said information and instructions

causes Computer, 73, to record said

information and instructions in its record

keeping fashion together with the scheduled

generation time which computer, 73,

calculates as the scheduled play time minus

interval Q Prior to the scheduled generation

time, particular local-formula-and-item

information is inputted to computer, 73,

regarding the formulas and items that apply

in the case of this particular transmission of

Q. (In other words, said local-formula-and-

item information reflects specific information

such as the particular discounts and cents-off

coupon specials that apply at the scheduled

Hmp nf the transmission of unit Q at the
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particular supermarket or markets that are

local to the station of Fig. 6.) Said

information may be inputted from local

input 74, or over network, 98, and computer,

73, records said information in a

predetermined fashion.

Computer program instructions, of

the sort well known in the art, are also

inputted to computer, 73, and computer, 73,

is caused to execute said instructions.

Executing said instructions causes computer,

73, to generate information of a program

instruction set

3. Claim 5

Claim Language

The method of claim 3,

further comprising the

step of placing said

computed variable

value into higher

language code.

Spec. Reference

Page 379 lines 10-19.

Page 361 lines 14-18.

Specification Language

to replaces particular variable values, a, b,

and c, ma particular so-called "higher

language line of program code" to become

formula-and-item-of- this-transmission

information of:

Y = 1000.00 + 6221875 + (2.117 * X)

to select, compute, and replace other variable

information until complete program

instruction set information exists in higher

language code at particular memory;.

The cost of a unit of pork belly product for

any given subscriber is computed according

to a particular formula:

Y = a + b + c(X) (1)

Claim 6

Claim Language

The method of claim 3,

wherein

at least some of said

generated instruction

module is generated

by compiling higher

language code.

Spec. Reference

Page 379 lines 19-20

and

lines 26-31.

Specification Language

to compile said higher language information;

In so doing, said computer, 73, generates the

specific program instruction set version-that

is, the program instruction set of Q.l-that

applies to the particular discounts and

specials in effect at the particular markets in

the vicinity of said station and at the
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5. Claim 7

The method of claim 6,

further comprising the

step of

linking at least some

of said generated

instruction module.

Spec. Reference

Page 379 lines 20-21.

Specification Language

to link the information so complied with

other compiled information;

6 Claim 8

Specification Language
Claim Language

The method of claim 3,

wherein said

generated instruction

module is transmitted

with a data module

and

said step of generating

said instruction

module further

comprises the steps of:

Spec. Reference

Page 380 lines 5-6;

rage o/7 une ol w
page 380 line 6.

said computer, 73, generates said data

module set of Q.l.

In precisely the fashion that applied in

example #9, executing the information of

said intermediate generation set causes said

computer, 73, to select data, from among the

local-fonnula-and-item information of said

station, including the aforementioned

-Nabisco Zweiback Teething Toast" and the

street address of every one of said

supermarket chain s markets in the local

vicinity of the station of Fig. 6, and to record

said selected data on said memory disk in a

data file named DATA.OF.ITS. In so doing,

said computer, 73, generates said data

Jal lA 0\w Em 1

selecting some
generally applicable

video,

audio,

Page 357 lines 21-24.

Page 366 lines 4-6.

Page 494 lines 3-8.

Any given intermediate generation set

contains generally applicable information of

the particular program instruction set whose

generation it causes. Generally applicable

information is specific

binary video image information of several

telephone numbers,

So determining causes said microcomputer,

205, in said predetermined fashion, to select,

particular sound image information of an
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graphics, or

text; and

placing said selected

video, audio, graphics,

or text in said data

module.

Page 506 lines 13-21.

Page 365 line 34.

See also page 496.

Page 366 lines 11-18.

announcer s voice saying "low-salt Vindaloo"

from among the information of its

P.PATA.OFJTS file and to place said

selected information at said audio RAM.

At the station of Fig. 7 and 7F, receiving said

5th commence- outputting message (#10)

causes decoder, 203, to execute "GRAPHICS

ON" at the FC-MicxoKey system of

microcomputer, 205. Automatically,

microcomputer, 205, combines its specific

videoRAM binary image information of

"456-1414" with its received conventional

video information. And automatically

456-1414 is displayed in the lower middle

portion of the picture screen of monitor,

2Q2M.

"Nabisco Zwieback Teething Toast"

Automatically, computer, 73, places said

selected information (and any other

information so selected) in a particular file

called DATA.OFJTS until the information of

said file constitutes a complete instance of a

particular data module set of Q.

(Hereinafter, the data module set generated

in example #9, under control of said

intermediate generation set of Q, is called the

"data module set of Q".)

7. Qaim 9

Claim Language

The method of claim 3,

wherein said

generated instruction

module enables said

remote station

to receive

Spec. Reference

Page 501 lines 16-25.

Specification Language

Automatically, under control of said

instructions, microcomputer, 205, dears

video RAM; sets the background color of

video RAM to a transparent overlay black;

determines that the aforementioned 1st

working memory of said microcomputer,

205 holds southwest-quadrant information;

from said P:PATA_OF.ITS file
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or present to a

subscriber

at least a portion of

mass medium
programming.

Page 506 lines 17-21.

information of the aforementioned

southwest delivery route telephone number,

"456-1414", and causes binary image

information of said number to be placed at

bit locations that produce video image

information in the lower middle portion of a

video screen.

Automatically, microcomputer, 205,

combines its specific video RAM binary

image information of "456-1414" with its

received conventional video information.

And automatically 456-1414 is displayed in

the lower middle portion of the picture

screen of monitor, 202M.
•

8. Claim 10

Claim Language

The method of claim 3,

wherein said control

signal designates

Spec. Reference Specification Language

video, Page 501 lines 16-25. Automatically, under control of said

instructions, microcomputer, 205, dears

video RAM; sets the background color of

video RAM to a transparent overlay black;

determines that the aforementioned 1st

working memory of said microcomputer,

205, holds southwest-quadrant information;

selects from said D-.DATA.OFJTS file

information of the aforementioned

southwest delivery route telephone number,

"456-1414", and causes binary image

information of said number to be placed at

bit locations that produce video image

information in the lower middle portion of a

video screen.

audio, Page 489 lines 30-32. selects the audio information of an

announcer's voice saying "forty-three" from

its file, D-.DATA.OFJTS; and places said

information at said audio RAM.)

graphics, or Page 506 lines 13-21. At the station of Fig. 7 and 7F, receiving said

5th commence- outputting message (#10)

causes decoder, 203, to execute "GRAPHICS

ON" at the PC-MicroKey system of

microcomputer, 205. Automatically,
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text

said method further

comprising the step of

transmitting said

designated video,

audio, graphics or

text

Page 495 line 34 to

page 4% line 3.

Page 386 lines 12-14,

and

page 384 line 35 to

page 385 line 2.

microcomputer, 205, combines its specific

video RAM binary image information of

"456-1414" with its received conventional

video information. And automatically

456-1414 is displayed in the lower middle

portion of the picture screen of monitor,

202M.

Automatically, microcomputer, 205,

transmits additional print information of

said program instruction set of Q.l to

printer, 221, causing printer, 221, to print "in

exchange for this coupon and the sum of

andV.
.

to the field distribution system, 93, of said

station, thereby transmitting the particular

program-instruction-set message (#10) of

said station to said system, 93.

to the field distribution system, 93, of said

station, thereby transmitting the particular

data-module-set message (#10) of said

station to said system, 93^

9. Claim 11

The claim is directed to the apparatus that perform the receiving,

computing, passing, embedding, and transmitting functions of claim 3. As with

claim 3, regarding the functioning of the transmitter station, support is found at

pages 374-390 of the specification. The corresponding functionality of the receiver

station is supported at pages 468-516. Claim 11 is also supported independently at

pages 354-374 of the specification, although not shown in the table below.

Claim Language

A remote station,

comprising:

Spec. Reference

Page 375 lines 3-4.

Specification Language

The station of Fig. 6 is one intermediate

transmission station controlled by said

studio,

(a) receiving

means

for receiving

a control signal

Page 375 line 5.

Page 377 line 4-35.

The station of Fig. 6 receives said network

transmission at receiver, 53,....

Then the program originating studio at said

network originating and control station,

embeds in said normal transmission location
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from a first remote

station; „

Page 59 lines 29-31-

Page 377 lines 26-27.

and transmits a SPAM message that is

addressed to ITS computers, 73, and consists

of a "01" header, a particular execution

segment, appropriate meter- monitor

information, padding bits as required,

information segment information of the

aforementioned intermediate generation set

of Q/ and an end of file signal. (Hereinafter,

said message is called the "generate-set-

information message (#10)".)

A SPAM message is the modality whereby

the original transmission station that

originates said message controls specific

addressed apparatus at subscriber stations.

Then the program originating studio at said

network originating and control station,

(b) computation

means

coupled to said

receiving means;

(C) transmission

means
for passing said

control signal

to said computation

means,

wherein said

computation means

computes a variable

value in response to

said control signal

and generates, based

on said computed

variable value, at least

a portion of an

instruction module

comprising executable

code.

Page 378 line 8.

Page 375 line 5.

Page 378 lines 5-6.

Page 379 line 5-10,

and, lines 11*31.

Receiving said message at said computers,

73, causes each of said computers, 73, to load

information. .

The station of Fig. 6 receives said network

transmission at receiver, 53,.*..

Transmitting said generate-set-information

message (#10) causes said dedicated

decoders to detect and input said message to

the computers, 73, of said stations.

At the station of Fig. 6, for example,

executing the information of said

intermediate generation set causes the

computer, 73, in precisely the fashion that

applied in example #9, to compute the value

of a particular variable b to be 62^1875; to

computes the value of a particular variable c

to be 2.117;....

...and to replaces particular variable values,

a, b, and c, in a particular so-called "higher

language line of program code" to become

formula-and-item-of- this-transmission

information of:

Y = 1000.00 + 62^1875 + (1117 • X)

to select, compute; and replace other variable

information until complete program

instruction set information exists in higher

language code at particular memory; to

compile said higher language information; to
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said generated at least

a portion of said

instruction module to

be transferred to a

memory at a second

remote station and

executed upon
command;

(d) embedding

means
for embedding said

generated at least a

portion of said

instruction module

into an information

transmission

to be broadcast or

cablecast; and

(e) broadcast

transmission means

for transmitting said

Page 484 lines 12-18.

cf. page 364 line 25 to

page 365 line 21, and

a ffe 16 lines 20-23*

Page 386 lines 9-12.

Page 324 line 11-19.

Page 375 line 6.

link the information so complied with other

compiled information; and to record the

information so computed, compiled, and

linked (which is complete information the

program instruction set of Q of the station of

Fig. 6) in a file named TROGRAM.EXF, in a

fashion well known in the art, on a computer

memory disk of computer, 73. In so doing,

said computer, 73, generates the specific

program instruction set version-that is, the

program instruction set of Q.l-that applies

to the particular discounts and specials in

effect at the particular markets in the vicinity

of said station and at Ac particular time of

the network transmission of Q.

At the station of Figs. 7 and 7F, recerving the

program- instruction-set message (#10)

transmitted by die intermediate transmission

station of fig. 6 causes said message to be

detected at decoder, 203, and causes decoder,

203, to load and execute at microcomputer, 205,

the information segment of said message

(which is the program instruction set of Q.l and

is the output file, FROGRAM.EXE of said

station).

Receiving the information of the particular

program- instruction-set message (#10) of the

computer, 73, of its station causes a

generator, 82, to embed said information in

the normal transmission location of the

programming of Q transmission being

transmitted via said generator, 82, to the

field distribution system, 93, of said station,

thereby transmitting the particular

program-instruction-set message (#10) of

said station to said system, 93.

The stations so automated may transmit any

form of electronically transmitted

programming, including television, radio,

print, data, and combined medium

programming and may range in scale of

operation from wireless broadcast stations

that transmit a single programming

transmission to cable systems that cablecast

many channels simultaneously.

and retransmits said transmission

immediately via modulator, 83.
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information

transmission

to said second remote

station

Page 484 lines 1244. At the station of Figs. 7 and 7F, receiving the

program- instraction-set message (#10)

transmitted by the intermediate transmission

station of Fig. 6 causes said message to be

detected at decoder, 203,

in a broadcast or

cablecast transmission.

Page 324 lines 11-19. The stations so automated may transmit any

form of electronically transmitted

programming, including television, radio,

print, data, and combined medium

programming and may range in scale of

operation from wireless broadcast stations

that transmit a single programming

transmission to cable systems that cablecast

many channels simultaneously.

10. Claim 12

In example #11, a satellite receives signals from a European Economic

Community master transmitter station and retransmits the signals to a ra^^

transmitter station of an EEC member nation. The signals include a first computer

program and a control signal. The first computer program and control signal cause

the national transmitter station to generate a second computer program and

transmit the second computer program to a local transmitter station. The second

computer program causes the local transmitter station to generate a third computer

program. The second computer program causes the local transmitter to generate a

third computer program which is transmitted to and controls a subscriber station.

Claim 12 finds support at pages 533-556 of the specification.

Claim Language Spec. Reference Specification Language -_
Next said European master network station

transmits in the full frame video of said

master transmission a SPAM message that is

addressed to ITS computers, 73, of

intermediate stations that are national

stations and that contains information

segment information of a particular national

A method of

controlling

Page 541 lines 29-34,
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level intermediate generation set

and page 59 lines 29-

31.

A SPAM message is die modality whereby

the original transmission station that

originates said message controls specific

addressed apparatus at subscriber stations.

a remote station

based on a broadcast

Oi CouJctoa*

transmission,

comprising the steps

of:

Page 534 lines 28-33. Each nation has a national intermediate

transmission station that is identical to the

intermediate station of Fig. 6 except that it

transmits output information of several

individual television channels to receiver

stations via a satellite in geosynchronous

oibit over Europe rather than via a cable

field distribution system.

receiving

at least one instruct

signal

Page 536 lines 4-6. ...programming transmitted via satellite by

a particular European master network

origination and control station....

Page 541 lines 29-34. Next said European master network station

transmits in the full frame video of said

master transmission a SPAM message that is

addressed to ITS computers* 73. of

intermediate stations that are national

stations and that contains information

segment information of a particular national

level intermediate generation set

which is effective to

cause a first remote

station

Page 534 lines 28-33. See above.

to generate at least a

portion of a control

signal

Page 543 lines 20-25+. In die mean time, executing their inputted

information of said national level

intermediate generation set causes the

computers, 73, of said national intermediate

stations each to generate information of a

specific local level intermediate generation

set ••••

which is effective to

cause a second remote

station

Page 535 lines 18-22. Each local government has a local

intermediate transmission station that is

identical to the intermediate station of Fig. 6

and that transmits multiplexed output

information of several seDarate television

channels via a cable field distribution

system.

to compute a variable

value in response to

said control signal

and

Page 545 lines 11-23. Executing the information of its local level

set causes the computer, 73, of each local

intermediate station to access its specific

LOCALTAX and LOCAL.EMP files and to

compute formula-and-item
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-of-this-transmission information of specific

local income and property tax formulas and

local employment subsidy formulas....

..to generate information of a specific

program instruction set in the fashion that

executing the intermediate generation set of

Q caused different intermediate stations in

example #10 to generate their specific

program instruction sets of Q.l orQi

(Hereinafter, such a set of instructions that is

loaded and run is called a "program

instruction set")

generate, based on

said computed

variable value, at least

a portion of an

instruction module

comprising executable

code, said generated at

least a portion of said

instruction module to

be transferred to a

memory at a third

remote station and

executed upon
command;

Page 545 lines 7-8.

Page 24 lines 14-16.

receiving

at least one
transmitter control

signal which operates

at said second remote

station to embed said

generated at least a

portion of said

instruction module

into

an information

transmission

to be broadcast or

cablecast, and

transmit said

information

transmission

to said third remote

station in a broadcast

or cablecast

transmission; and

Page 536 lines 4-6.

Page 544 lines 26-27.

Page 544 lines 32-34.

Page 545 line 29 to

page 546 line 5.

preprogrammed to receive programming

transmitted via satellite by a particular

European master network origination and

control station and the specific national

intermediate transmission station

...said European master network station .

embeds and transmits a SPAM message that

is addressed to ITS, computers, 73, of

intermediate stations that are national

stations and that instructs said stations to

embed and transmit their specific local

intermediate sets.

...the normal location of its particular

second television channel transmission....

At 4:2950 PM, GMT, after an interval of time

that is long enough for each local intermediate

generation station to generate its specific

program instruction set, said European master

network station transmits a particularSPAM
first- master-cueing message (#11) that is

addressed to ITS computers, 73, of intermediate

stations that are national stations. Receiving

said message causes each national intermediate

station to generate and embed in the normal

location of its particular second television

channel transmission a particularSPAM first*

national-cueing message (#11) that is addressed

to nS computers, 73, of intermediate stations

that are local stations
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transmitting said at

least one instruct

signal and

said at least one

transmitter control

signal to said first

remote station.

Page 536 lines 4-6.

Page 541 lines 29-34.

Page 545 line 29 to

page 546 line 5.

See above.

Next said European master network station

transmits in the full frame video of said

master transmission a SPAM message that is

addressed to ITS computers, 73, of

intermediate stations that are national

stations and that contains information

segment information of a particular national

level intermediate generation set

At 4:29:50 PM, GMT, after an interval of time

that is long enough for each local intermediate

generation station to generate its specific program

instruction set said European master network

station transmits a particular SPAM first- master-

cueing message (#11) that is addressed to ITS

computers, 73, of intermediate stations that are

national stations. Receiving said message causes

each national intermediate station to generate and

embed in the normal location of its particular

second television channel transmission a

particular SPAM ftrst-national-cueing message

(#1 1) that is addressed to ITS computers, 73, of

intermediate stations that are local stations.

11. Claim 13

The claim is directed to the method performed by the first remote (e.g.,

national transmitter) station of claim 12. The first remote station generates a

computer program and transmits the computer program to a second (e.g., local)

transmitter station in a signal that contains video. The computer program causes

the second transmitter station to generate a second computer program. The

computer program causes the second transmitter to generate a second computer

program which is transmitted to and controls a subscriber station.

Claim 13 finds support at pages 533-556 of the specification.

Claim Language

A method of

controlling a remote

station^omprising the

steps of:

Spec. Reference Specification Language

Page 544 line 31 to

page 545 line 5.

Receiving said message causes the computer,

73, of each national intermediate station to

embed in the normal location of its particular

second television channel transmission and

to transmit a particular SPAM message that
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generating

at least a control

portion of at least one

control signal.

said at least one

control signal effective

to cause said remote

station to (1) compute

a variable value in

response to said at

least one control

signal

(2) generate, based on

said variable value, at

least a control portion

of an instruction

module comprising

executable code, said

at least a control

portion of said

instruction module to

be transferred to a

memory at a

subscriber station and

executed upon
command, and

and page 59 lines 29-

31.

Page 543 lines 20-25+.

is addressed to ITS computers, 73, and that

contains information segment information of

its specific local level intermediate

generation set

deceiving the specific SPAM message of its

national intermediate station causes the

computer, 73, of each local intermediate

station.

A SPAM message is the modality whereby

the original transmission station that

originates said message controls specific

addressed apparatus at subscriber stations.

Page 545 lines 11-23.

Page 545 lines 7-8.

Page 547 lines 19-26.

Page 548 lines 1-6.

In the mean time, executing their inputted

information of said national level

intermediate generation set causes the

computers, 73, of said national intermediate

stations each to generate information of a

specific local level intermediate generation

set ••••

Executing the information of its local level

set causes the computer, 73, of each local

intermediate station to access its specific

LOCALTAX and LOCAL.EMP files and to

compute formula-and-item

-of-this-transmission information of specific

local income and property tax formulas and

local employment subsidy formulas....

...to generate information of a specific

program instruction set in the fashion that

executing the intermediate generation set of

Q caused different intermediate stations in

example #10 to generate their specific

program instruction sets of Q.l orQi

In the fashion of example #9, each local

intermediate station detects the particular

SPAM message of its recorder, 76, at its

decoder, 77, and receiving its particular

message causes each station to embed and

transmit end of file signal information then a

particular first SPAM message that is addressed

to URS microcomputers, 205, and that contains

complete information of its particular program

instruction set

Receiving the particular first SPAM message of

its local intermediate station causes apparatus

of the subscriber station of each fanner to

execute the contained program instruction set

of said message at the microcomputer, 205, of
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(3) transmit said at

least said control

portion of said

generated instruction

module in a broadcast

or cablecast

transmission; and

Page 547 lines 22-26.

said station and to commence generating the

specific combined medium output information

of its subsaiber statioa

...causes each station to embed and transmit

end of file signal information then a

particular first SPAM message that is

addressed to URS microcomputers, 205, and
iLa t s»/YTk+2ifnc rnmolete information of its

particular program instruction set

transmitting said at

least one control signal

to said remote station

in an information

transmission which

contains video.

Page 544 lines 31-35. Receiving said message causes the computer,

73, of each national intermediate station to

embed in the normal location of its particular

second television channel transmission and

to transmit a particular SPAM message that

is addressed to ITS computers, 73,..-

12. Claim 14

The claim is directed to the method performed by an originating transmitter

(e.g., satellite) of claim 12 The satellite receives an information transmission to be

broadcast or cablecast, a first computer program and a control signal The first

computer program and control signal cause a transmitter station (e.g., national

transmitter) to generate a second computer program and transmit the second

computer program to a remote station (e.g., local cable system). The second

computer program causes the local cable system to generate a third computer

program, which causes a subscriber station at the local cable system to computer

information, store the information in a file, and transmit the first (e.g., for billing or

customer servicing) upon command. The satellite transmits the information

transmission, the first computer program and the control signal.

Claim 14 finds support at pages 533-556 of the specification.

Spec. Reference Specification Language

A method of

controlling

a remote station based

on a broadcast or

Page 541 lines 29-34. Next said European master network station

transmits in the full frame video of said

master transmission a SPAM message mat is

addressed to ITS computers, 73, of
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cablecast

transmission,

comprising the steps

of:

Page 59 lines 29-31.

Page 545 lines 23-28.

intermediate stations that are national

stations and that contains information

segment information of a particular national

level intermediate generation set

A SPAM message is the modality whereby

the original transmission station that

originates said message controls specific

addressed apparatus at subscriber stations.

Automatically, each computer, 73, of a local

intermediate station incorporates its

computed information selectively into

selected generally applicable information of

said local level intermediate generation set,

compiles information, and links information,

thereby generating its specific program

instruction set

(1) receiving

an information

transmission to be

broadcast or cablecast;

Page 536 lines 4-6. ... programming transmitted via satellite by

a particular European master network

origination and control station ....

(2) receiving

at least one instruct

signal which is

effective to

accomplish:

Page 541 lines 29-34.

Page 42 lines 8-11.

Next said European master network station

transmits in the full frame video of said

master transmission a SPAM message that is

addressed to ITS computers, 73, of

intermediate stations that are national

stations and mat contains information

segment information of a particular national

level intermediate generation set

(Hereinafter, instances of computer program

information that cause intermediate

transmission station apparatus to generate

program instruction set information and/or

command information are called

"intermediate generation sets.")

(a) effecting

a transmitter station

to generate at least a

portion of

at least one first

control signal,

said at least one first

control signal effective

Page 536 lines 4-6.

Page 534 lines 28-33.

Page 543 lines 20-25+.

...preprogrammed to receive programming

transmitted via satellite by a particular

European master network origination and

control station....

Each nation has a national intermediate

transmission station that is identical to the

intermediate station of Fig. 6 except mat it

transmits output information of several

individual television channels to receiver

stations via a satellite in geosynchronous

orbit over Europe rather than via a cable

field distribution system.

In the mean time, executing their inputted

information of said national level
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to cause said remote

station to compute a

variable value in

response to said at

least one first control

signal

generate, based on

said variable value, at

least a portion of an

instruction module

comprising executable

code, said at least a

portion of said

instruction module to

be transferred to a

memory at said

remote station and

executed upon
command, and

transmit said

generated at least a

portion of said

instruction module

in said broadcast or

cablecast transmission;

and

(b) effecting said

remote station

Page 545 lines 11-23.

Page 545 lines 7-8.

Page 544 line 31 to

page 545 line 11.

Page 547 lines 22-26.

Page 535 lines 18-22.

intermediate generation set causes the

computers, 73, of said national intermediate

stations each to generate information of a

specific local level intermediate generation

set *•••

Executing the information of its local level

set causes the computer, 73, of each local

intermediate station to access its specific

LOCAL.TAX and LOCALEMP files and to

compute formula-and-item

-of-this-transmission information of specific

local income and property tax formulas and

local employment subsidy formulas....

...to generate information of a specific

program instruction set in the fashion that

executing the intermediate generation set of

Q caused different intermediate stations in

example #10 to generate their specific

program instruction sets of Q.l orQi

Receiving said message causes the computer,

73, of each national intermediate station to

embed in the normal location of its particular

second television channel transmission and to

transmit a particular SPAM message that is

addressed to ITS computers, 73, and that

contains information segment information of its

specific local level intermediate generation set

Receiving the specific SPAM message of its

national intermediate station causes the

computer, 73, of each local intermediate station

to execute the contained local level intermediate

generation set of said message and to generate

information of a specific program instruction

set in the fashion that executing the

intermediate generation set ofQ caused

different intermediate stations in example #10

to generate their specific program instruction

sets of Q.l orQi

causes each station to embed and transmit

end of file signal information then a

particular first SPAM message that is

addressed to URS microcomputers, 205, and

that contains complete information of its

particular program instruction set

Each local government has a local

intermediate transmission station that is

identical to the intermediate station of Fig, 6
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and that transmits multiplexed output

information of several separate television

channels via a cable field distribution

system.

to generate at least a

portion of at least one

second control signal,

Page 545 line 23-28- Automatically, each computer, 73, of a local

intermediate station incorporates its

computed information selectively into

selected generally applicable information of

said local level intermediate generation set

compiles information, and links information,

thereby generating its specific program

instruction set

said at least one

second control signal

effective to cause

Page 548 lines 1-6. Receiving the particular first SPAM message of

its local intermediate station causes apparatus

of the subscriber station of each former to

execute the contained program instruction set

of said message at the mkrocomputer, 205, of

said station and to commence generating the

specific combined medium output information

of its subscriber station.

a subscriber station at

said remote station

Page 536 lines 3-10. Each fanner's station ... is a subscriber station

in the field distribution system of the local

intermediate transmission station of the

farmer's local government

to compute a variable

value in response to

said at least one

second control signal,

Page 549 line 33 to

page 550 line 2.

... eacn rarmer s zruuuluuipumi, *x*j, unuei

control of the particular program instruction set

generated and transmitted by its local

intermediate station, computes its particular

farmer's "optimal" crop planting plan by

making reference to said farmer's specific data

Page 555 lines 30-35. Over the course of a particular time such as two
Have rnmnutPR at rpmofcp HaH> collection

stations receive data automatically from each

rarmer of said nations which data indicates the

specific quantity of each crop that each rarmer

expects to harvest during the 2027 growing

season. Automatically, the received data is

aggregated

generate at least a

portion of a module
based on said variable

value,

Page 551 lines 11*14. Automatically, under control of its received

program instruction set, the microcomputer,

205, of its farmer's station records complete

information of said farmer's crop planting plan

at its A: disk in a file named FLANTTNG.DAT.

and transmit said

module upon
Page 555 lines 21-29. each farmer enters information at his local

input 225, that modifies the information of his
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command; file, TLANTTNGDAT7 to suit his own wishes

and inclinations then executes particular

information of said TELEPHON.EXE module

that causes the instructions of said module to

cause his signal processor, 200, to transmit the

information of his TLANTING.DAT fik, via

telephone network in the fashion of example

#10, to a computer at a particular remote data

collection station.

(3) receiving

at least one
transmitter control

signal which operates

at said transmitter

station to

communicate at least

one of

Page 536 lines 4-6.

Page 59 lines 29-33.

Page 539 line 34 to

page 540 line 13.

(i) said at least one

instruct signal and

Page 541 lines 29-34.

(ii) said at least one Page 544 lines 25-30.

...preprogrammed to receive programming

transmitted via satellite by a particular

European master network origination and

control station....

A SPAM message is the modality whereby

the original transmission station that

originates said message controls specific

addressed apparatus at subscriber stations.

The information of any given SPAM
transmission consists of a series or stream of

sequentially transmitted SPAM messages.

At 35955 PM, GMT, said European master

network station transmits end of file signal

information then invokes broadcast control

of each national intermediate transmission

station computer, 73, and each ultimate

receiver station microcomputer, 205, that

receives SPAM information of said master

transmission. Automatically said European

master network station commences

controlling directly the computers, 73, of said

national intermediate stations and the

microcomputers, 205, of said ultimate

receiver stations. And said master station

causes each national intermediate station

computer, 73, to embed in its particular

second television channel transmission and

to transmit end of file signal information

then to invoke broadcast control of the

computers, 73, of its specific local

intermediate transmission stations.

Next said European master network station

transmits in the full frame video of said

master transmission a SPAM message that is

addressed to ITS computers, 73, of

intermediate stations that are national

stations and that contains information

segment information of a particular national

level intermediate generation set

...said European master network station
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first control signal to a

transmitter; and

embeds and transmits a SPAM message that

is addressed to ITS, computers, 73, of

intermediate stations that are national

stations and that instructs said stations to

embed and transmit their specific local

intermediate sets.

(4) transmitting

said information

transmission, said at

least one instruct

signal, and said at

least one tran»uu«cr

control signal to at

least one of said

transmitter station and

said remote station.

Page 536 lines 4-6.

Page 541 lines 29-34.

Page 539 line 34 to

page 540 line 13.

Set above.

Next said European master network station

transmits in the full frame video of said

master transmission a SPAM message that is

addressed to ITS computers, 73, of

intermediate stations that are national

stations and that contains information

segment information of a particular national

level intermediate generation set.

Seeabave.

13. Conclusion

Applicants respectfully submit that the pending claims of the subject

application particularly point out and claim the subject matter sufficiently for

one of ordinary skill in the art to comprehend the bounds of the claimed

invention. The test for definiteness of a claim is whether one skilled in the art

would understand the bounds of the patent claim when read in light of the

specification, and if the claims so read reasonably apprise those skilled in the art

of the scope of the invention, no more is required. Credle v. Bond, 25 F.3d 1556, 30

USPQ2d 1911 (Fed. Or. 1994). The legal standard for definiteness is whether a

claim reasonably apprises those of skill in the art of its scope. In re Warmerdam,

33 F.3d 1354, 31 USPQ2d 1754 (Fed. Cir. 1994). Applicants have amended the

claims to enhance clarity and respectfully submit that all pending claims are fully

enabled by the specification and distinctly indicate the metes and bounds of the

claimed subject matter.
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E Support for Previous Amendment of "signal words"

to "signal units"

During the interview of July 15*, 1999, the Examiners requested

Applicants to demonstrate that no new matter was introduced into the

specification in the amendment entered on October 21, 1998 which changed the

following language in the specification on page 37 lines 22-25:

"Controller, 39, 44, or 47, is preprogrammed to receive [units]

words of signal information, to assemble said [units] woisJfi into

signal [words] unite that subscriber station apparatus can receive^

and process, and to transfer said [words] unite to said apparatus.

Applicants submit that this amendment was merely made to correct a

typographical mistake on their part. Additionally, specification support to verify

the necessity of the amendment is found in the following language from page 14

lines 22-35.

Tr ,n fa f^ signals mf»y ™"vpv information in discrete wordg,

•^n«mittPd atVpsratP times or^prate locations, that reen

apparatus mil** *«»mble in PfffT r«*ivt> one COmr****

instruction

(The term "signal unit " hereinafter means one complete signal

instruction or information message unit.... The term "signal word

hereinafter means one full discrete appearance of a signal as

embedded at one time in one location on a transmission....)

Emphasis added.

From the above language, a "signal unit" is
"
onif> complete signal

nr inform**™ messaee unit" Words of signal information are

received and assembled into signal units, or completed instructions, for the

subscriber station apparatus to receive, process and transfer. Thus, it should be

clear from this passage that no new matter was introduced with the amendment

and Applicants urge the PTO to maintain and/or enter the previous amendment

as appropriate under 37 C.F.R. § 1.118 (a).
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F. Prior art anticipation by Campbell et aL, U.S. Pat

No. 4,536,791

The examiner of record indicates that all of Applicants claims are

anticipated by Campbell et aL The following sections, categorized by each

independent claim, will demonstrate how Campbell et al. fails to anticipate

Applicants' claim language.

U.S. Patent No. 4,536,791 to Campbell et al. relates to addressable cable

television control systems with a video formatted data transmission. Campbell

et aL discloses an addressable cable television control system that transmits a

television program and data signal transmission from a central station to a

plurality of remote user stations. Campbell et al/s data signals include both

control and text signals in video line format that are inserted on the vertical

interval of the television signals. An intelligent converter at each remote user

location processes the data signals to enable controlled descrambling of the

television transmission to the system on the basis of channel, tier of service,

special event and program subject matter. The converter includes apparatus for

interfacing with a two-way interactive data acquisition and control system.

Campbell et al. teaches a head end station that includes a central data

system utilizing a control computer that gathers data from a wide variety of

sources and formats the data for transmission on video frequency channels. The

formatted data is then transmitted by communication link to a television

program processor where it is incorporated into the vertical blanking intervals of

video signals by a variety of television program sources. The head end unit then

transmits the combined cable television and data signal to remote subscribers.

Normally, the signals are then transmitted through a cable network to a plurality

of subscribers. The signals are received by an addressable converter that

determines whether to descramble the received television signal based on proper
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subscriber, event and eligibility data stored at the receiver station, or to leave the

signal in its scrambled format

1. Applicants' claim 3

With respect to Applicants' claim 3, Campbell et al. fails to teach, inter alia,

passing said control signal to a computer and causing said computer to

compute a variable value in response to said control signal',

generating, based on said computed variable value, an instruction module

comprising executable code, said generated instruction module to be transferred to a

memory at a second remote station and executed upon command; and

embedding said generated instruction module into an information

transmission to be broadcast or cablecast

As best Applicants understand, the Examiner of record interprets

Campbell et al. to suggest that Applicants' control signal is the request signal the

converter 40 sends to the head end 11 to authorize reception of the channel in the

pay-per-view example at column 17 lines 50-64. However, Campbell et al/s

request fails to— » ™mpUter to compute a variable value in response tP ft?

c^ntroiiignal. Campbell et al. merely causes the head end 11 to insert control

codes in the vertical blanking interval to allow the descrambler 116 to

descramble the received signal. There is no teaching of the gfneration of an

™du1e r» ™™puted viable
value. Furthermore, there is

no teaching as to the control codes of Campbell et al. romprismff executable code,

,hj. Kp transfer » ™™rv device at a remote ?tarjon and to be executed

,r rnmmand . The control codes ofCampbell et al. merely cause the

descrambler 116 to be enabled. Thus, ipsofacto, Campbell et al. cannot teach the

embedding of a generated instruction module as claimed by Applicants into an

information transmission.
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Applicants respectfully submit that Campbell et aL does not anticipate

claim 3 since the reference fails to disclose every element of the claimed

invention. Therefore, Applicants request the claims be permitted to issue.

Claims 4-10 depend upon independent claim 3. As discussed supra.

CampbeU et al. fails to disclose every element of claim 3 and thus, ipsofacto.

CampbeU et al. fails to anticipate dependent claims 4-10. Therefore, Applicants

request that claims 4-10 be permitted to issue

2. Applicants' claim II

With respect to AppUcants' claim 11, CampbeU et aL fails to teach, inter

alia,

transmission means for passing said control signal to said computation

meanS/ wherein said computation means computes a variable value in response to said

control signal and generates, based on said computed variable value, at least a

portion ofan instruction module comprising executable code, said generated at

least a portion of said instruction module to be transferred to a memory at a second

remote station and executed upon command;

embedding meansfor embedding said generated at least a portion ofsaid

instruction module into an information transmission to be broadcast or cablecast;

and

broadcast transmission means for transmitting said information

transmission to said second remote station in a broadcast or cablecast transmission.

As best Applicants understand, the Examiner of record interprets

CampbeU et aL's to suggest that AppUcants' control signal is the request signal

the converter 40 sends to the head end 11 to authorize reception of the channel in

the pay-per-view example at column 17 lines 50-64, as mentioned above

However, CampbeU et aL's request fails teach romp"tation rqeans, that csmmia
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2
_
nri
.^ w, fp.pnnSe to saidj^iolsiimal and that generate*, based pn

l]rl^r ,^variav,lP value, at least a portion of *T\ instruction modq)e

comprising stable code, said generated at least a portion of said instruction

module to be TTTl-fT^ *" » nt "
sprond rf™* *atig" £X£^

command. CampbeU et al. merely causes the head end 11 to insert control

codes in the vertical blanking interval to allow the descxambler 116 to

descramble the received signal. There is no teaching of the generation of an

^cHi,rtinn m^"1e based of *be rnmputf^ variable value. Furthermore, there is

no teaching as to the control codes of Campbell et al. romprisinp fxerytable code

m*
t
o he trancf^ed to a memory device M a ffrgptf Station and

,

T<T rnmmand . The control codes of CampbeU et aL merely cause the

descrambler 116 to be enabled. Thus, ipsofacto. Campbell et al. cannot teach the

embedding of a generated instruction module as claimed by Applicants into an

information transmission.

Applicants respectfully submit that Campbell et al. does not anticipate

claim 11 since the reference fails to disclose every element of the claimed

invention. Therefore, Applicants request the claim be permitted to issue.

3. Applicants' claim 12

With respect to Applicants' claim 12, Campbell et al. fails to teach, inter

alia,

receiving at least one instruct signal which is effective to cause a first remote

station to generate at least a portion ofa control signal which is effective to cause a

second remote station to compute a variable value in response to said control signal

and generate, based on said computed variable value, at least a portion ofan

instruction module comprising executable code, said generated at least a portion of
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said instruction module to be transferred to a memory at a third remote station and

executed upon command;

receiving at least one transmitter control signal which operates at said second

remote station to embed said generated at least a portion ofsaid instruction module

into an information transmission to be broadcast or cablecast, and transmit said

information transmission to said third remote station in a broadcast or cablecast

transmission; and

transmitting said at least one instruct signal and said at least one

transmitter control signal to saidfirst remote station.

As best Applicants understand, the Examiner of record interprets

Campbell et al. to suggest that Applicants' control signal is the request signal the

converter 40 sends to the head end 11 to authorize reception of the channel in the

pay-per-view example at column 17 lines 50-64. However, Campbell et aL's

request fails to ~y*» » rnmputer impute a variable value in response tP the

^ntrol signal Campbell et al. merely causes the head end 11 to insert control

codes in the vertical blanking interval to allow the descrambler 116 to

descramble the received signal. There is no teaching of the generation ofm
.w^rHim module ™ th» computed variable vita* Furthermore, there is

no teaching as to the control codes of Campbell et al. comprising fxecutable. code

,Tnn rnmmand. The control codes of Campbell et al. merely cause the

descrambler 116 to be enabled. Thus, ipsofacto, Campbell et al. cannot teach the

embedding of a generated instruction module as claimed by Applicants into an

information transmission.

Likewise, Campbell et al. fails to teach a transmitter CTnftpj

operates a remote station to »nd subsequently transmit the instruction

module as denned by Applicants' claim language.
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Applicants respectfully submit that Campbell et al. does not anticipate

claim 12 since the reference fails to disclose every element of the claimed

invention. Therefore, Applicants request the claim be permitted to issue.

4. Applicants' claim 13

With respect to Applicants' claim 13, Campbell et al. fails to teach, inter

alia,

generating at least a control portion of at least one control signal said at

least one control signal effective to cause said remote station to (1) compute a variable

value in response to said at least one control signal, (2) generate, based on said

variable value, at least a control portion ofan instruction module comprising

executable code, said at least a control portion of said instruction module to be

transferred to a memory at a subscriber station and executed upon command, and (3)

transmit said at least said control portion of said generated instruction module in

a broadcast or cablecast transmission; and

transmitting said at least one control signal to said remote station in an

information transmission which contains video.

As best Applicants understand, the Examiner of record interprets

Campbell et al. to suggest that Applicants' control signal is the request signal the

converter 40 sends to the head end 11 to authorize reception of the channel in the

pay-per-view example at column 17 lines 50-64. However, Campbell et al.'s

request fails to f»i
^ » mmp^r to compute a variable value in response K> the

.nntrnl signal. Campbell et al. merely causes the head end 11 to insert control

codes in the vertical blanking interval to allow the descrambler 116 to

descramble the received signal. There is no teaching of the generation of an

fr
^,^n module^ nn rommited variable value. Furthermore, there is

no teaching as to the control codes of Campbell et al. comprising executable code
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tn p~pn^rr^11 iv " i icmui y dfvifP at » remote station and to >*> pxecuted

descxambler 116 to be enabled. Thus, ipsofacto. Campbell et aL cannot teach the

embedding of a generated instruction module as claimed by Applicants into an

information transmission.

Additionally, Applicants claim transmitting said at least one co^ol signal

to said remote I Minn in in ftifrrm -ffm trr""*"*" whlrti contains video.

Based on the Examiner's reasoning, the converter 40 request to the data control

system at the head end 11 must be transmitted to the head end in an information

transmission which contains video. There is no teaching or suggestion in

Campbell et aL that the request to the head end from the addressable converter

40 rflTrt
ai™ video-

Applicants respectfully submit that Campbell et aL does not anticipate

claim 13 since the reference fails to disclose every element of the claimed

invention. Therefore, Applicants request the claim be permitted to issue

5. Applicants' claim 14

With respect to Applicants' claim 14, Campbell et aL fails to teach, inter

alia.

receiving at least one instruct signal which is effective to accomplish:

(a) effecting a transmitter station to generate at least a portion of at

least onefirst control signal, said at least one first control signal effective to

cause said remote station to compute a variable value in response to said at

least one first control signal, generate, based on said variable value, at least

a portion ofan instruction module comprising executable code, said at least

a portion of said instruction module to be transferred to a memory at said

remote station and executed upon command, and transmit said generated at
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least a portion of said instruction module in said broadcast or cablecast

transmission; and

(b) effecting said remote station to generate at least a portion ofat

least one second control signal, said at least one second control signal

effective to cause a subscriber station at said remote station to compute a

variable value in response to said at least one second control signal, generate at

least a portion ofa module based on said variable value, and transmit said

module upon command;

receiving at least one transmitter control signal which operates at said

transmitter station to communicate at least one of (i) said at least one instruct signal

and (ii) said at least onefirst control signal to a transmitter; and

transmitting said information transmission, said at least one instruct

signal, and said at least one transmitter control signal to at least one of said

transmitter station and said remote station-

As best Applicants understand, the Examiner of record interprets

Campbell et al. to suggest that Applicants' control signal is the request signal the

converter 40 sends to the head end 11 to authorize reception of the channel in the

pay-per-view example at column 17 lines 50-64. However, Campbell et al/s

request fails to ~ ™T"'" to compute * variable value in response to the

centrQi^ignal- Campbell et al. merely causes the head end 11 to insert control

codes in the vertical blanking interval to allow the descrambler 116 to

descramble the received signal There is no teaching of the generarion of
,

qn

ir ^ ^nl^ba:T rt mT Tfip^ ^ Furthermore, there is

no teaching as to the control codes of Campbell et al. romprisinf fxecutabfc cod*

-^ ****** to n memory devjcg a t
i rnmptr *Mfrn »nrt to be execute^

ap^anm* ThecontrolcodesofCampbeUetal-merelycausethe

descrambler 116 to be enabled. Thus, ipsofacto, Campbell et al. cannot teach the
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embedding of . generated inaction module as claimed by Applicants Mo an

information transmission.

Additionally, Campbell et al. fails to teach or suggest the (b) limitation in

claim 14 of effecting a remote station to grnmrtr a^ndcontiol

^...effective to cause a subscriber station to rpmpme * variable vate from

»,wh a module is generated on its basis.

Applicants respectfully submit that Campbell et aL does not anticipate

claim 14 since the reference fails to disclose every element of the claimed

invention. Therefore, Applicants request the claim be permitted to issue.

Applicants further respectfully submit that claims 3-14 in the present

application should be permitted to issue because these methods are not

disclosed, taught, suggested, or implied by the applied prior art For a prior art

reference to anticipate in terms of 35 US.C § 102, every element of the claimed

invention must be identically shown in a single reference. In re Bond. 910 F2d

831, 15 USPQ2d 1566 (Fed. Or. 1990). There must be no difference between the

claimed invention and the reference disclosure, as viewed by a person of

ordinary skill in the field of the invention. Scripps Clinic 6, Research Foundation v.

Genetech, Inc., 927 F2d 1565, 18 USPQ2d 1001, 18 USPQ2d 1896 (Fed. Or. 1991).

Absence from a cited reference of any element of a claim negates anticipation of

that claim by the reference. Kloster Speedsteel AB v Crucible, Inc., 230 USFQ 81

(Fed. Or. 1986), on rehearing, 231 USPQ 160 (Fed. Or. 1986).
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III. CONCLUSION

In accordance with the foregoing it is respectfully submitted that all

outstanding objections and rejections have been overcome and/or rendered

moot. Further, all pending claims are patentably distinguishable over the prior

art of record, taken in any proper combination. Thus, there being no further

outstanding objections or rejections, the application is submitted as being in a

condition for issuance, which action is earnestly solicited.

If the Examiner has any remaining informalities to be addressed, it is

believed that prosecution can be expedited by the Examiner contacting the

undersigned attorney for a telephone interview to discuss resolution of such

informalities.

Respectfully submitted,

• _ A 10qq Thomas J. Scott Jr.

Date: PrtopfH. 1?22 m« 27«36

Washington, D.C 20004 TeL (202)955-1685
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